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Student Activities Fee Raised, Budgets Cut
-By David GerberAssisltml News Editor

In an attempt to eliminate a
$20,000 deficit, the Student Government Association approved a 25%
increase in next year's student activities fee from $ 160 to ,$200, while the
SGA Budget Committee reduced student operating expenses with a 10%
cut for all organizations. The budget
reductions have prompted angry responses from many members of student organizations. .
"We are a liberal arts college
where the school boasts about how
. many organizations there are, but in
reality, those organizations exist and
are suffering from lack of funds," said
newly elected SGA Budget Committee Chairperson Susannah Smetana
'91.

.

"Next year we will be starting fresh,"
said Smetana, "raising the"student
activities fee will help, but nothing is
ever enough since people ask for Such
exorbitant amounts of money."
Katie Sherr '89, Director of
Student Accounts, believes that the
problem is not a new one, but rather

one that has carried over the last four
years. "Since 1985, we've been running a deficit because we were allocating more than we actually had in
our funds," she said.
Some, like Sherr, feel that the
present economic trouble was initiated in 1985. At that time, the SGA

News Writer

•- The recent rise in assaults on_
students by individuak-orrtoicycTes"
has resulted in an increased awareness by the Trinity campus security.
In the final week of January alone,
there have been five such assaults,
ranging in severity from an attempted
swipe to a slap on the head.
The' first assault occurred on
January 23 at approximately 7:05pm
as a Mather employee was walking
near the upper patio of the cave. The
two assailants, Hispanic males between the ages of 15-17 and approximately 5'6", 140 pounds, kicked the
victim in the leg and sped off in the
direction of Summit Street.
The .second and third.assaults
which occurred the following evening at 11:04 and 11:10pm were the
work of the'same assailants.- The first
incident which took place on the long
walk near the Cook arch consisted of
an attempted hit to the head, but the
victim alertly ducked. The two assailants then sped off in the direction of

of the proceeds from that." Burfeind
stressed that, "...the estimates of the
amount of the donation are, at this
point, speculation."
The Trinity College Fine Arts
Because the endowment was
and Theater Arts programs were re- incotporated into a trust fund as opcently named as beneficiaries of a posed to existing as a stipulation in
trust fund established by the estate of Goodwin's estate, the designated'
Genevieve Harlow Goodwin, who beneficiaries of the gift may receive
died on January 17,1989 at the age of their allotments in the near future.
85.
Burfeind elaborated, "What will hapThe second*wife and widow of pen here, for example, is that there
James L. Goodwin of Hartford, Mrs. will be two funds setup in the college's .
Goodwin was renowned for her long endowment: one fund wjll be used for
career of involvement with the Hart- the Fine Arts department and one for
ford arts community as well as vari- the Theater Arts department, These
ous local charities, including Trinity things can be cleared up in a matter of
College. This most recent endow- months. It could be within four
ment marks the culmination of months."
Goodwin's long patronage of proBurfeind insisted that it is not
grams at the college.
unusual for individuals to make subAccording to Director of Devel- stantial monetary bequests to the colopment Operations at Trinity Alfred lege in their wills: "We have an onBurfeind, the exact magnitude and going program to encourage people to
nature of the donations has not been leave money in their wills to the
determined. "We're not sure of the college...The largest amount we have
amount, but it's probably in the range gotten was nearly $5 million from the
of $1/4 million," he asserted, "we estate of Allan K. Smith, Class of
haven't seen anything official."
1911."
'•What we heard is-that..James
Although generous, Goodwin's
L. Goodwin had set up a trust fund," gift was neither unprecedented nor
Burfeind explained, "the contents of unexpected. "Mrs. Goodwin was a
which Mrs. Goodwin was to allocate very good friend of the college...She
upon her demise. Trinity was one of was friends with many of our profesa number of organizations to get/some Continued on Page 3
,
-By Patricia PiersonNews Stuff Writer

Trinity students try their luck at the Roulette Wheel during Casino Night,
sponsored by th.e Trinity Crew team.
Photo by Lisa Denny

Bicycle Attacks Put Campus on Alert
-By Pat Keane-

really did the best that they possibly
could with a situation that obviously
wasn't their fault. It was really the
fault of clubs from previous years."
Several organizations- voiced
disagreement with Sherr's claim,, citing much disorganization among the
Continued Page 5

Goodwin Leaves
AAC Trust Fund

' •

The SGA is presently drafting a
letter to be sent to several administrators addressing this concern. With the
overwhelming success of present fund
raising efforts, it is the hope of the
SGA that the administration will lend
assistance to those most affected by
the cuts.
The Budget Committee expects
that the combination of both measures should not only eradicate the
deficit, but will also insure a substantial availability of funds for next year.

received a $33,000 contingency fund
which was entirely consumed in club
spending for that year. Also that year,
in addition to the contingency fund,
the SGA Budget Committee accrued
a $26,000 deficit due to an over-allocation of funds. '
As to the presentsituation, Sherr
commented, "The Budget Committee

High Rise, where they attempted to
grab a female student, who was also
able to thwart the attempt by ducking.
The two assailants were described by both victims as, a 20 year
_0j^MuJuaJiil«4veWirtgldarlcjwrrmtl"
a denim jacket riding a ten spe'eci bicycle, and acaucasian male with strawberry blonde hair also 'wearing dark
den I'm clothing and riding a ten speed
bicycle.
On January 26, a fourth attack
occurred at-8:03 on the Long Walk
nearNortham towers. The victim was
approached from behind by two assailants riding ten speed bikes, was
slapped with force on the back of the
head. The two assailants, a black and
a white male were described as between the ages of 14 and 15 and
wearing dark denim clothing.
The final incident occurred the
following afternoon at 3:15pm on the
south side of Clement. The victim
was slapped on the back of the head by
a black male who was described as
approximately 18 years old. The
assailant then sped off in the direction
of Madison Street, with his accomplice; who was described as a Caucasian male with strawberry blonde hair.

These two assailants were also the
perpetrators of the incidents which
occurred January 24.
Security has reason to believe
that trie Caucasian suspect lives on
"1WsKHSWf"St?''""Members of Trinity
security have been to his home but
have been unable to apprehend the
suspect. Security has not seen him
on the campus since the last incident
of assault.
Continued on Page 4

Giovanni Kicks off Black History Month
At the end of her speech, Giovanni delivered' six of tier favorite
Writer
•
poems. One particularly.interesting
poem, written for her father, spoke of
Poet and recording artist Nikki her childhood.
.
.
Giovanni gave an uplifting lecture
. She grew up in a poor family, but •".
and poetry reading in front of a had never realized, this until a few
packed auditorium, marking thestart years ago when someone told her;
of Black History Month. Giovanni She had never realized because,
appeared last Wednesday night in "Black love is black wealth," and,
the J.L. Goodwin theater in Austin although her faftiiry may' not have
Arts Center and was sponsored by been affluent, they considered themthe Trinity Coalition of Black selves rich because they were happy
Women.
and loved one another deeply.
Receiving a warm reception
All Giovanni's poems expressed
from the crowd, many of whom at- her independence and love of life.
tended her last appearance at Trinity, Her pride in her blackness and womGiovanni urged .today's youths to anhood shone through r her strong
fight for their history and for human words and soft voice.
dignity. Using humor to lighten the
Giovanni has written more than
seriousness of (he issues she spoke fifteen collections of poems and esof, Giovanni kept the audience riv- says, including "Black Feeling Black
eted to her every word.
Talk," (1968); "Spin a Soft Black
She spoke of Martin Luther Song," (1971); "My House," (1972);
King,, Jr. .and other powerful men "A Poetic Equation: Conversations
• and women whose strong political Between Nikki Giovanni and Margaideas emerged during the 1960's as • ret Walker," (1974); "The Women
machines that Americans never fully and the Men,".(1975); and "Sacred
appreciated the greatness of. She Cows...and Other Edibles," (1987).
also spoke of those in society who
She has received numerous
remained silent and never tried to awards for her writing and civic work
make a difference to improve life,
and has held various teaching appointGiovanni asserted, "People of ments. She has been the Duncanson
your generation don't have the right
to be silent..because someone paid
for your voice." Asserting that the
way to better the world is through
learning, she also urged all people to
receive a proper education incl uding
graduate school.
Kiffi Malosh '92 enjoyed the
lecture greatly, finding Giovanni to
be "very spiritually and intellectually interested in the liberation of
women and blacks." Giovanni rer
ceived resounding applause for her
clear messages and advice. She
advised each person to live life as
they want because it's nobody else's
business what they do.
—By Nicole Moretti-

Artist-in-Residence: at the Taft Museum in Cincinnati as well as a member of the Ohio Humanities Council.In addition, she was featured in a
special PBS: film entitled "Spirit to:
Spirit."

-••

•.

' •

-,. „: Giovanni presented an optimistic".start to the celebration of Black
History Month. Other upcoming'
events include Michelle Cliff, a Ja-;
rnaicari poet and novelist, on Friday
February 10 in the Rittenburg Lounge
at 8 p.m..
Adolf Reed, the associate professor of political science at Yale University, will give a lecture entitled
"The Underclass and the Welfare
State: The Poverty of Discourse About
Poverty" on Monday, February 13 in
the Rittenburg Lounge at 8 p.m.
; Berhanu Nega, instructor of econoiriics at the City University of New
York at Brooklyn,;will lecture on "The
Politics of Present Day Ethiopia" on
Wednesday, February 15 in Hamlih
Ha!lat4p.m, Admissionisfreeforall
events., . . ' : . . ,
The events'at Trinity College in
honor ofBlack History Month are cosponsored by the Women's Center,
the History Department, „ graduate
mentors, and the Assistant Dean of
the Faculty's office.

INSIDE:

Nikki Giovanni spoke last Wed., February 1, to a packed auditorium. She was
the first of a series of speakers for Black History Month.

CIA Recruiting Debated
Foreign Study List
Intramural Athlete
of the Week
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Student Involvement at WRTC:
Matter of Honest Dedication

Editorial
Learn a foreign language. Live in exotic lands. Earn a lot of
money. Sounds good, doesn't it?
Trade arms for hostages. Keep files on people who disagree
with you. Sell cocaine to finance Nicaraguan Contras. Is this a job
you really want?
,. •
: The United States Centrallntelligence Agency. They are here
today on campus. They've said they will recruit fairly and thus they
have a right to recruit students at Trinity, but do we want the CIA
to continue illegal activities that we disagree with?
Several Trinity students protested CIA recruiting last year
and gained recognition in the media. Several other students counterprotested with the argument that the CIA has a right to free speech.
Well, the ClA does have a right to speak; but we do too.
If you disagree with the CIA, but you don't do anything to
show disapproval, then youare contributing to the notion that most
Trinity students agree with past actions of the CIA. You- are
passively condoning "covert" actions which include illegal drugs
and arms sales, terrorism of civilians in third world countries, and
support.of foreign leaders like Iranian Ayatollah Khomeini and
•Chilean President General Pinochet.
Members of the CIA are probably not the only ones at fault
4
for perpetrating unnecessary acts of military intervention abroad.
The Njxon administration and, more recently, the Reagan
administration have encouraged the CIA to raise money for illegal
actions to protectthe goals of democracy by keeping the world "safe
from the spread of communism." It is not clear how effective the
CIA has been in these efforts. Communist countries like Cuba have
thrived despite the CIA and have had no intentions to spread their
goals through invasions. Similarly, there are several communist
countries which have introduced capitalist ideas, such as China and
the Soviet Union.
The CIA has not often been a topic of discussion on the
Congressional floor, perhaps: for fear of political disfavor or CIA
retaliation... If constituents, showed increased interest in this
discussion, it could reverse the negative trend. Increased discussion
of the agericy might lead to motions for reform, and would at least
make the CIA responsible to another authority. While the CIA is
permitted to'act on-its own/the democratic process which it is
striving to protect is1 severely threatened. •>••-•'-•• ,' .': ,
• •, ' "Some might argue' that we need the CIA to provide iis with
information on major communist nations, especially tlie Soviet
Union and the KGB. However, the agency has not concentrated
much effort in these areas. According to Victor Marchetti, former
Executive Assistant to the Deputy Director of the CIA, the CIA has
been almost Useless 'for providing classical espionage-type
igfprrnatjpn,abou.t the,Sqviets, penetrating Eastern Bloc countries r
oti|efe0d3ngragti^,KGB1covH.t.aetioris'; WhereffieCIASseffective
however, according to Marchetti, is against weak and helpless
governments of the third world: 85% of intelligence gathering is
done by Ihie technical collection agencies such' as the National
Security Agency and the National Reconnaissance Office.
:
' ' Despite what positive-effects the CIA may have, the negative
effects are definitely overshadowing. If you disagree with the CIA
for'acting on its own and for acting in a way that is hypocritical to
its stated 'goals, then make your concerns known today. Nothing
will 'change' until we make it change.
• • / v - ; -
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erratically placed needles and listen
to your selection from a sadly pilfered
collection in an unventilated basement. Incidentally, who do you think
is responsible for the record theft - the
student and his or her "friends" who
feel little allegiance to WRTC because they are only passing through
Trinity, or theoff-campus, often college-connected DJ who respects the
station's charter and its duty as a
resource to the community?
It's all yours, and if this is not a
reasonable response to your complaints, perhaps you should lobby the
FCC personally to have WRTC's
output reduced to, say, ten watts. Then
students could turn it on whenever
they felt the inclination, and play
scratchy Steve Miller records for their
friends in Park Place when the wind
was strong enough. Surely if.you are
this concerned, you are willing to
dedicate yourself to more than that.

to do if one has no classes and it is as
mainstream a format as college radio
should ever allow itself. In the evening, on the other hand, there are
opportunities to lounge after dinner,
attend any number of social events or
• even, perish the thought, study.
Radio broadcasting is not a right
for either WRTC or the people who
staff it. It is a privilege, granted by the
FCC, to cover over a million potential
listeners because the station has agreed
to stay on the air continuously in what
should ideally be a professional
manner. Trinity's station, like others
run by small colleges, has difficulty
doing this even when classes are in
session, much less during vacation or
exam time. College students are transient by the definition of their position as well as their generally youthful immaturity, and anyone who has
run a student organization knows how
hard it is to maintain a consistency in
staffing and attitude over even two
years.WRTC depends heavily on
community contributors financially
and musically simply to stay on the
air and offer alternative programming
as scheduled to an expectant audience that extends well beyond that
group residing on campus eight
months a year. If is that continuity, I
might add, which prods the largest
and smallest record distributors to
shower the station with innumerable
free promotional records.

Sincerely,
Alex Magoun '81

Apology
Retracted
Mr. Dros:
Regarding my response last
week to. your apology of the previous week: I-retract it completely.
You see, I had, you confused with
another inebriated freshman, whose
antics (especially with the iguana
and the Crisco) pleased me to no
end. I am sorry to dash your hopes,
young man, but your actions were
indeed puerile and offensive in the
extreme. Apologizing for any
confusion I may have created, I
remain,
•

Mr. Copland, I have been yanked
around twice this year about my slot
through no fault of the students responsible for keeping the station's
license. Notwithstanding the confused
logic of your letter and your possible
lack of musical taste or contextual
judgement, you can have iny shift
starting Thursday. Show up every
week at 9 ajn. and reap some of. the
benefits of your student activity/ee. I
hope you have no classes that morning and will not need a substitute
' because I would like to sleep late,
save my records from the station's

Yours,
JohnC.R. Carter'89

"Fellow" Title is Offensive
To Steven Harrod:
fies that they are, in fact, synonyIt distresses me tha't one of the mous with "fellow".
President's Fellows cannot read a
Steven, I am sure you are a nice
dictionary. In your January 31 letter "fellow, 1 dp mean man. Notice how
to the Tripod, you made it seein as if interchangeable the word "fellow" is
the fourth definition of "fellow" is with the word "man". This is what is •
obsolete. The dictionary says that the upsetting to female scholars.
part ofthedefinition of "fellow" which
In your letter you ask readers to
is obsolete is 4a: a person of one of the review the sentences "Sally is a very
lower classes, not 4b: a worthless smart girl. She was recently nomiman or boy, 4c: MAN, BOY, or 4d: nated President's Fellow for the
BOYFRIEND or BEAU. In addition, Department of Chemistry. I think she
4c and4d are in capitals, which signi- will make an excellent President's

Correction

/:•&

.
:

To the editor:
Since Mr. Copland's remarks in
the January 24 issue of The Tripod
regarding the staff at WRTC are directed at off-campus or alumni DJ's
such as myself and this is the second
time this issue has been raised this
year, I feel obliged to defend myself,
and the student board of directors that
grants me air-time.
Mr. Copland would like to see
more student involvement at the station, and I could not agree more with
him. This is not a new problem. In
1978, my sophomore roommates, who
had already become music and program directors, pleaded with me to do
a show and help fill some of the 168
hours in a week in which WRTC must
continuously operate, seven days a
week, 365 days a year. I could not at
the time because of other extracurricular commitments, but I leapt at
the opportunity to do a morning rock
show in the summer of 1985.1 did not
expect to stay on after August, although the station's board offered me
a slot as a "community contributor".
I filled in again in the summers
of 1986 and 1988; last year I did two
shows a week because there was a
greater than usual shortage of morning rock DJ's. Once again in September 1 stepped down, understanding
from program director Jen Barr that
there would be many students willing
lo commit themselves for at least a .
semester through Open Period,
Thanksgiving, and exams. I told her 1
could substitute the one morning a
week that I was not teaching; imagine
her embarrassment after a week
passed with dead air in the 9-a.m. to
noon shift I had vacated, and she had
to ask me to rejoin. Need I add that the
situation repeated itself after vacation this semester?
• " I am as surprised as Ms. Barr
undoubtedly is al this turn of events.
Personally, I would have thought the
morning is an ideal time for student
broadcasting, since there is little else

.Eric HiinrMrstidiiKr""''14 'U'ti '"• fi.*i$."', -'iv i : ; '-T
,",: iSnoyi fiiitrif?:•«!? • H 11 f t
|.tvMicheUc;J$raer

In the January fist article' on Winter
Weekend, there was an incorrect statement.
'As of yet, it is undetermined how much
money was made at the Bantam Ball.

Fellow." I am sorry that you see nothing offensive or derogatory in this
statement. After reading the first
sentence, I pictured Sally, as an intelligent fifth grader. A female who is a
senior in college is no longer a girl,
but a woman. Asa woman, she should
be afforded the respect that is inherent in the term.«By referring to Sally
as a girl, you are reducing her status.
/This is an example of how language
"can be damaging and may be one
reason why the Women's Studies
Committee wants to replace the term
"fellow" and its masculine connotations.
Please review, this sentence:
"Jimmy is a very smart boy." Now
tell me if you pictured Jimmy as a
college senior.
Sincerely,
'
; .^..my.McPherson '89.

.
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To the Editor:
'
'• When''the CIA arrives on campus today, we could allow them on
-campus unquestionably, thereby accepting their inhumane tactics of
murder and torture. We cpjlld acpept..
the drug smuggling and terrorism by
the CIA as well. But insteiid,,the-'
Progressive Student Alliance aims to
protest the atrocities of a CIA unreV.
siricted by Congress and to stand up
against the acquiescence of .Trinity "s
policy which sanctifies CIA recruit-.'
.ing on campus.
,: Before each student makes his
or her choice as to whether CIA recruitment on campus should be allowedi you should beaware of some
disturbing information about the CIA.
The purpose of PSA's "facts of the

day", has been to provide an educational awareness of the history of the
C
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.The movie "Inside the CIA" and
lecturer Verne tyon were other eventsin PSA's drive to educate the Trinity
community about other aspects of the
"
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'••"'.'•. The protest this Tuesday demonstrates PSA's refusal uyput up with
the CIA's willingness to violate national and international law. Trinity
College condones this behavior by

.

providing the CIA with material support. The PSA .,challenges the
administration's recruiting policy
which allows organizations that have
. been charged With discriminating on
the basis'of sexual discrimination to
recruit on campus. We can not quietly accept the existence of the CIA
and urge that their privilege to recruit
on campus be revoked.
Respectfully,
The Progressive Student Alliance

The opinions expressed in letters to The
• Tripod do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Tripod staff.
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Op-Ed
Real World Not The
Place for Idealism

To the editor:
I am responding to an issue raised
in Christopher Lichat/. \s letter to the
editor in the January 31 st issue ot'The
Tripod. Regarding the idea of a
"closed" Trinity campus, Lichat/.
writes that "Trinity College is a part
of Hartford, and not a separate state."
To close the campus. Lichat/. feels.
: would signal an inability or unwillingness on Trinity's part to accept
"what goes on in the real world."
Let me address Mr. Lichat/
regarding the "real world". In the
"real world", you work for your possessions, and you do everything you
can to keep them and to improve upon
them. This doesn't mean you can't or
shouldn't have regard for others, but
the fact does remain that if you don't
watch out for yourself, no one else
will.
Being a part of a community
means accepting' the good of that
community with the bad. However,
that doesn't mean accepting crime as

I'M SoRRY, SiR. 3LL,

.M

THe

an unavoidable evil.If the threat the
Trinity's security were great enough,
I would be wholeheartedly behind the
closing of Trinity's campus, to whatever logical guidelines that seemed
fit. At the present time, I feel that the
enactment of such a policy is both
unnecessary and illogical, as well as
fairly impractical.
A cold, hard fact of the "real
world" is that there are plenty of people
out there who will try to take from
you what is mil theirs. It doesn't matter
what political or religious background
you come from - such a situation is
untenable. It is a fact of life that steps
should be taken to keep such actions
from occurring. That is not paranoia,
but rather common sense. Unless you
are able to see this. Mr. Lichat/., it is
obvious that you will have a tough
time surviving come May of 1990,
when your free ride runs out.

ConnPIRG Announces 4th
Frosh Candidate Annual Hunger Clean-Up
Issues Challenge
To the editor:
My name is Mike Pina and I am
a candidate for class president of the
Class of 1992. It came as a shock to
me that perhaps I could go through
this whole election and not ever meet
my fellow candidates. That is simply
outrageous because the people of my
class never,get to see us speak about
our qualifications. Some may never
even meet us in person and all they
have to base their decision for their
president on are some lifeless posters.
Of course 1'dlike to put on my posters
that I was a president in my"school for
four years and that during that time
many positive changes occurred.
Certainly I'd like to Talk about the
numerous awards for spirit and citizenship that I received in high school.
And.I would most definitely like, to
tell them that here at Trinity I am a
representative to the Board of Trustees Committee on Student Life. Most

Sincerely.
William H. Charest '89

To the Editor:
1 would like lo take this opportunity to invite all Trinity students to
come to ConnPIRG's first meeting
and get involved. ConnPIRG, the
importantly, 1 would like to commu- Connecticut Public Interest Research
nicate to them in person why I would Group, has been very successful in
be most effective president.
the past working on issues such as the
Communication is the mo.st environment, consumer protection,
important aspect of leadership be- and hunger and homeles.sness. We, as
cause the most organized person in the students, have affected state-wide
the world is useless without a means policies and he Iped to increase awareof communicating. As the president, ness and raise money in order to efnever would I claim that I have the fectively address these problems. I
best ideas, for the people have those. am , confident that^'this semester's
What I do claim isfhatlcan commit projects svill be?.equally, successful
nicate and make those ideas work to and thaf our efforts will help to better
build a stronger sense of •community the Trinity community, as well as
in the Class of 1992.
Hartford and the e'ntire state.
Because I take the presidency
The semester's projects include
seriously, and I know the other candi- ConnPIRG's Campaign to clean up
dates do, I would like to suggest that hazardous waste, which focuses on a
we have ah informal forum in the bill we have introduced into the
Washington Room to discuss the is- Connecticut legislature. This bill will
sues facingourclass. Good lucktoall ensure, that the 600 identified toxicother candidates.
waste dumps in the state will be
cleaned up by the year 2000, with the
Sincerely,
' .•
Michael J. Pina "92

PIZZARONI
House of Fine Foods

N.Y. Style Pizza :
Calzones
Giant Submarines
Variety of Pastas
White
'
Stromboli
Sheet Pan Party Pizza
Chicago Staffed Pizza
For Super Fast Delivery:
Check with usfar our Tuesday & WednesdaySpecials

polluters paying. We will also be,
working to establish a recycling program on campus; the solid waste crisis has come lo the nation's attention
as a serious problem. This program
will allow Trinity students, faculty
and administration to do their part in
the nation's efforts to conserve and
re-sue paper products. We will also
be organizing the 4th Annual Hartford Hunger Cleanup. With other
campuses nationwide participating in
this event, it is the largest community
service project in the country. The
Cleanup has been very successful at
Trinity in. the.pa.st and we hope that
this year's wil I be even more sticcessful.
:

Students can gain valuable
experience working on these projects; organi/.ingstate-widecampaigns
and community events empowers
students and proves that wereally can
make a difference. 1 challenge Trinity
students to realize their full potential
and to help improve the society we
live in. Our General Interest Meeting
is on Wednesday, February 8, at 8:00
in Hamlin Hall, for more information, please call our office at 2472735 or drop a note in Box 6000. 1
hope to see everyone on Wednesday.
Sincerely, • .
Beth Boisvert*91
Chapter Chairperson

'

:
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Recruiting Policy Clarified
To the Editor:
I want to clarify a point in your
news story last week about the
college'spolicy governing recruiting
on campus,.....;
The article stated that if an organization were found to be employing questionable interviewing'practices which appeared to be discrimiT
natory, "that company would lose its
privilege to recruit on campus." Only
after thorough investigation and review, including confronting the or-

ganization with the facts of the
interviewer's behavior, would punitive measures be taken. Questionable
practices would, not lead to, immedi-.
ate expulsion from the campus inter; view program,as the arttclesuggested.
I should add that there has not
been a case of this sort in a number of
years and that organizations send
representatives trained to use nondiscriminatory interviewing practices.
Rozanne F, Burt
'
Director, Career Counseling '::.

Goodwin Leaves Trust
Continued from Page 1

.

sors and faculty members. It was, in a way, natural that she would remember Trinity for one of the beneficiaries of her estate," commented
Burfeind. "We're delighted she remembered the college in the way she
did.":
An article in the January 28 edition of The Hartford
Courant, profiling Goodwin's substantive and unwavering support of
cultural activities in the state, enumerated the organizations which will
benefit from her generosity. Along with Trinity, these establishments
include: the Wadsw.orth Atheneura, Christ Church Cathedral, the Hartford Stage Company, the Yale University School of Forestry,' Yale
University.'Hartford Hospital, and the Hartford Public Library, in
addition to several trust funds benefiting forestry and the arts.
Dr. Michael Mahoney, a professor of Fine Arts at Trinity and a
• close friend of Mrs. Goodwin, gave his opinion as to the manner in
which Goodwin's bequest to the two Arts departments will be spent. He
stated, "We can look forward to these endowments supporting the kinds
of activities with which Mrs. Goodwin so closely identified with at the
college," asserting, "...certainly this generosity is going to.be very enabling to these programs at the college."
.
Another friend of Goodwin's, Dr. Arthur Fejnsod of the Theater
and Dance departments, commented upon his personal attachment to
Goodwin and the impact of her loss: "The hardest thing is that she's
gone. I've said to many people-in the past few days, I'd take her back
in a second." Feinsod remarked, "She came to all my productions and
she came in very adverse circumstances," recalling several;occasions
when Goodwin attended.despite ailing health, heavy winds and snqw.
Feinsod further stated, "She always felt very committed to Fine
Arts and Theater Arts at Trinity...She wanted to see the .departments
grow and thrive." Reflecting on the ramifications of Goodwin's most
recent beneficence, he concluded, "We fee! that we can do a lot of good
with that money, and we can really develop our departments with that
money," In closing, Feinsod explained,"She was kind of like a third
grandmother to me...She's been helpful all along."
;
;.
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News
Computers: Solution to Registration Woes
--Jane ReynoldsNciys Skiff'Writer
The registration process this fall
encountered problems in the experimental implementation' of a new
computer system. The new system
was a part of a broad administrative
project to unite several offices at the
college under one computer network.
Some students questioned if one1
day was sufficient for the new system
to work. Project Head and RegistrarMary Ellen Hanley explained that
"this time around because there had
been, a pre-registratibn period and
people pretty much had set theirschedules twice we decided not to change
the schedule." Only an hour and a
half of extra clean-up time was added
on at the end of the day.
"We basically went with an
experimentof sorts by registering half
the people on line with the computers
to get a sense of the'timing, of the
system," continued Hanley. Over
1000 students were registered.using
the on-line system and close to 1000
were registered by hand. This was
not due to any inadequacies of the
method; it was part of an attempt to
gauge the timing of the new system.

according to Hanley. The processing
of those forms done by hand was
completed that evening.
One problem facing the people
running registration was the high
incidence of people who did not show
up during their allotted alphabetical
time slots. No one was turned away,
however. Hanley stated, "We made a
commitment that even though the
times were alphabetized we would
not kick somebody out if they came at
the wrong time."
Several improvements will be
made for thenext registration period.
"Next time around we will definitely
expand our use of terminals; there
will probably.be no less than ten,"

Hanley said about efforts to serve
more students at the same time.
In addition, the entire registration process will probably be held in
the Washington Room instead of the
Rittenbtirg. Lounge. According to
Hanley, "the Washington Room lends
itself more to that type of activity-."
Changes will also be made in the
scheduling" The alphabetical groups
will proba*bly be made much smaller
in order to better control the flow of
people. Hanley emphasized that this
will be done "certainly excusing those
people who have problems; we always do that anyway."
The picture,is less clear as to
whether or not the schedule will be

expanded to span several days. It has
been suggested that because so many
students live on campus, it might be
possible to complete the process over
a period of several nights. Others
have proposed that a Saturday be used
along with several evenings in order
to avoid interference with classes.
There are several ways that students themselves can help speed the
process. Showing up on time and
checking schedules in advance are
two suggestions offered by Hanley.
She also noted that the Registrar's
Office is open to suggestions from the
student body as a whole.
When the new computer system
is completely installed there will be
an added bonus for those students in
the classes of 1992 and following.
Due to the new set of degree requirements for those classes, "we need to

be able to handle scheduling in a
much more comprehensive way than
before," said Hanley. To meet this
need, a degree audit system will be
installed.
This program will tell students
exactly what they have or have not
completed in their majors and interdisciplinary minors. Starting in their
sophomore year, students will receive
copies of their degree audit along
with their transcripts. This system,
which should go into effect next year,
will be a greal help to students who
are feeling a bit confused about all the
new requirements.
Hanley concluded. "We'll keep
working on it |the new registration
process]; obviously its going to takea
period of lime for it to work but I have
absolutely no reason to think that it
won't."

Law Promotes
Student Volunteers
-Blaine KiengNcwx Staff Writer

Budget Cut
Continued from Page 1

The Connecticut State Legislature has recently passed a bill that is a
substantial boost to collegiate community service programs across the
state. Connecticut is the only state to
directly assist community service
programs. •
The Legislature had two main
intentions in passing this bill: to
promote and encourage social awareness among college students and to
provide a catalyst for cooperation
between the variotTSeollege programs.
The Legislature has allocated
money to the colleges for financial
aid. The aid is intended for those
students receiving financial aid who
warn to work with community service, but don't have the time, due to
. their job commitments. The provisions of thebill will give students the
option of working for a volunteer
program instead ofthejobs they would
ordinarily have had to work.
A mini-fund has also been created by the legislature which is reserved for professors and students
who want to start up their own programs, The money is intended to
assist in alleviating the cost of starting up such programs.
The Board of Higher Education
is working with the various universities and colleges lo coordinate all of
the programs. The Student College
Conference

budget committee Avachai Tayiasanant toimei president of the Asia
club informed the Inpod that the
budget which his club had submitted
President English, Dean Winer, and Marriott Bob were three of the
was misplaced and resubmittcd thiee
'Squares' at Trinity Squares Night.
Photo by David Copland
times between Ust spring and tins
fall.
'MULII of the peiceived pioblems can be attributed to disorganization and poor communication on the
part of the formerchairperson. Hopefully, with the new semester such
problems can be overcome," asserted
tion there is still very low."
Chairperson Snietana.
:
Mothudi was awarded a scholThe Tripod attempted to contact
-John Claudarship to Trinity, and sold several of
former Chairperson Josh Maswoswe
News Editor
his paintings in New York and Wash. '91. However, he was unavailable for
ington via Newsweek' bureau chief
comment due to a medical leave-ofSpencer Rless.to raise money for air
absence.
Wandy Mothudi, a visiting stu- fare.
dent at Trinity from South Africa, is
ThsTrippd, despite one of the
"•We grow up with politics," he
currently displaying his works of«art
highest operating budgets; has been
said in discussing the recent descent
at the University of Connecticut in
forced to reduce newsprint quality in
of P. W. Botha from the presidency "of
Hartford, The exhibit is p a n of the
an effort to continue publishing for
South'Africa, "I hope, the new man
celebration for Black H istory Month.
the remainder of the semester,.;Rewill have an understanding of the
versing a long-standing policy giving,
The show will run from Febru- . problem, a good understanding of the
priority to articles, the Tripod also
ary 1 to February 17. "The theme of
problem."
: .
deleted feature material in deference
the display is "Creation of Today."
: Mothudi's exhibit is at UConn to increased advertising.
"It is aconcentration of the place
Hartford on 85 Lawler Road in West
Jo Ann,'Pitlyer. Assistant Dean
where I came from...and different
Hartford.
.
for Student••Activit.es agreed with
things about Soweto," said Mothudi,
Sherr that there was a large problem
.... Mothudi previously displayed
witlrclubs not being able to operate
some of his works in the artspace.on
within Sheir budget. In.hue May. the second' floor of Mather Center.
clubs had been spending'with the . .They! were seen by Bob Brown of
Coordinators of the program
knowledge that they would not be on
UComi - Hartford, and he was then
Eileen Silverslein and Adjunct Pro-'
-David Yooncampus in June to take responsibility
asked to display his art to help obfessorol'Political Science Alan Ritter
Newx Writer
.. for the bills.. •
serve Black History Month.
will'personally be sponsoring this
Tomaintahi good relations with
"Black History Month is a good
program and supervising file details
area businesses, the Student Activithing to have to remember oui1 history
An "1 Have A Dream" program of the events. ' ,
ties Office covered these expendiand to make: the.,black people know
at Trinity which began on January 28.
Intern coordinator, Marcus Rivtures, A new position; now held by- about themselves. It's teaching the
based on the "I Have A Dream" pro-: era and Dean Kirk Peters will also
Sherr. was created, to more closely
children who do not know about the
gram in New York, will help finan- help supervise and help in the recrea1
monitor each club's spending; and to history Of the black people," said
cially, disadvantaged children from tional activities of the students.
eliminate such waritoixoyei-spending. . M o t l t u d i .
.•.,!'••
;:,.•"••
Hartford area schools to get a taste, of
Hartford"'area /professionals,
:
To further prevent overspend- ' ; ,; Mothudi's talent was discovered
college life. Fifty black and Hispanic Especially those in the insurance
here when he applied for a job in the
ing, the Student Activities Office is
students, mostly eighth graders, will community, will assist the students as
print shop. He wanted to mix colors,
considering a contract which will hold
have the opportunity to receive ree-: mentors. They will help in counsel1
the leader of each organization' per- and when he brought in a few articles , reation. counseling, and academic ing and in providing friendship for
of his work to show that he knew \yhat
sonally responsible for ii'ity' expend^
support.
the children as well.
Hires over their allotted budget. "It,: he,was!doing, the' College arranged .
The program is in its second
The Interfraternity Council will
:
for.hi.m
to,
haye.a
display..
His
original
must be stressed that thiscontract is/
year of operation and will run through also be involved in helping the promerely being considered," saiti Pul- showing took place in late,[December. the next two Saturdays. It was origi- gram. According lo Dean Peters, two
and early January,
..:•"•'• -.'.nally intended to Km for seven weeks , houses each week will volunteer their
:,Bryan Neei/91, SGA Treasurer -•'•••• Motlnidi .is a studio arts major
but was cut to four weeks in grder to time "to help in ,the recreational astime: is• taken/up
iand member of the:SGA Budget' here and mostof his
make it more manageable.
pects such as lifeguarding and coach:
'Committee, is optimistic "about next: ., by,''paiiitiiigsand stu,dymg,"hesaid. , . The children arrive at the gym- ing basketball. ..
'.'.-'.
"Now
that
it
is
the
beginning
of
the
year. He said, "With the increased
nasium at 9:15 in the morning and
, Faculty members and students
semester.
1
think
I
"will
go
back
to
fundsand an organized plan. I 'm sure
participate in recreation until 10:45, involved in the workshops are Melissa
•
next year will prove to be -success-.' s t u d y i n g . - " - •'•'.;• ;
The recreational activities include Banister. ,. Tim Crairie, Mary
ail."
•'. .
;:.,.:' .. :/
Mothudi'siwork is renowned for .basketball and swimming.
Delmonico, Renny Fulco, Cora Hahn,
• -.--Fr6m:. 11:00 until noon, the Dan Lloyd, Cheryl Greenberg, Ralph
In order to.providfefor lost fund- : its positive, peaceful view of the situing, many, clubs and .organizations
you,ths participate in educational Morelii, and Ann Rivera.
ation in South Africa. "I like.toshow
will be forced-to'charge membership
; workshops taught by members of the ;
a more united South Africa," Mbtliudi
The gpals of the program are to
dues or to raise funds themselves.-.:
Trinity faculty, The workshops pro- help disadvantaged children riot only
said in an interview with The Htirtvide instruction ranging from .art and to receive some academic instruction
If any, club : or:organization has fordCoiiratit,"\fec\
pain, especially
any questions, Sherreifeouragestheiiv for my people: But the,thing I am
improvisational theater, to politics and but more importantly to give these
• to speak with her or, their Budget niost concerned about now is edu.cacomputers. After this busyniorning, children some long range goals.
Committee'Liaisoit •••
,-. tion, because the -standard of educa- , lunch is served in - Mather cafeteria. According to Ritter and Peters, the

Mothudi Art Show
Moves to UCONN

Planning Co'mmiuee(SCCPC)
has been set up lo promote cooperation among the programs.
' SCCPC is planning a state-wide
conference April 22. at Trinity. That
weekend, student community service
leaders from all of the colleges thai
have already established, or intend to
establish, community service organizations, will come together to share
their ideas in workshops. There will
also be special speakers, such.as
Wayne Meisel, ihe man who started
C.O.O.L (Campus Outreach Opportunity League).
Other featured speakers range
from professional social workers to
volunteers. The speakers hope to
impart the message that social awareness and volunteering does not stop at
graduation time. This conference is
open to all students, both those who
are already involved and those who
are interested,
' .
Trinity College's volunteerprogram. Community Outreach, is weM
established. Its director and one of
the representatives to SCCPC. Jude
Hersey. hopes that this will encourage more Trinity students to participate in the Community Outreach
program.
"We have so many programs
available. I'm sure we will be able to
find something for everyone. It
doesn't matter how much time you
want or can work, whether it's once a
week or once a month, just as long as
you want to help." Hersey says.

Prqgram Aids Local Minority Youths
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prograni intends to give these children an opportunity to gel a tasie of
college life which would hopefully
establish some of these long range
goals. If the children do decide to go
on to college, a fund was established
by Silverstein and Ritter which to pay
for the ehildrens' education.

Security
Continued from Page 1
Security has taken measures to
increase student"awareness by posting advisories and trying to get the
students more involved in prevention. Security director Biagio Rucci
emphasized that any assault, no matter how severe, should be brought to
the attention of Trinity campus security. Rucci has. also put a security
officer on the Quad at virtually every
hour of the evening andordered lhat
all kids riding bicycles on campus are
to be escorted off.
'
Rucci emphasized that it is very
difficult to trace a pattern in the attacks, because of the varying times of
the incidents and the conformity .in
the assault styles'and dress of the
assailants. Rucci also praised the
students of Trinity for the efforts they
have made to alert the security to all
attacks.

••••.'•'
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News
Four Faculty Members Return from Sabbatical
-By Neela ThakurMMI'.Y Sniff Writer
Trinity welcomes the return of
four professors this semester who
spent the Full '88 semester on leave.
The leave is designed to give a few
professors iliechance to takeasemester break from their work at Trinity. It
also allows them to do some intense
studying and/or traveling for their
academic fields without losing pay.
Dr. Jan Cohn, Dean of Faculty,

American
Pictures
-Patricia PiersonCopy Eil/ttir
AnierictinPictures . a slideshow
photographed and compiled by Danish photographer Jacob 1 loldt. was
presented to a large crowd of students
and faculty Sunday evening in the
Washington Room. Compiled over a
five-year period during the "70"s and
amended on several occasions since
then. Holdt's work represents an
ongoing attempt tochroniclethe piight
of the underclass in the United States.
"It's a media production with a
duhbt'd-in voice, a lot of interviews,
and music thai presents the underclass 10 this country and how they live
. It maintains. I think, that there is still
u master-slave relationship between
whiles and blacks." explained David
Schultz. one of several Trinity student organizers of Holdl's presentation.
In an attempt to hitchhike across
the United States into Latin America.
Holdt unexpectedly
encountered
incidents of racially-influenced adversity which he considered unique
to our- nation. From a foreigner's
.perspective, he scrutinized cross-cultural interactions ampng American
citizens, amassing an exhaustive
amount of documentation resulting
in his moving and unnerving production.
Holdt observed "Society ischanging all the iime. and America is
going to be more and more-a society
of minorities and. therefore, we will
have to change our ways to fncorporate them into ihe system..." He continued, "I love this country, so I feel
committed to helping to effect some
positive change."
. Emphasizing at the outset that,
"...the show is not constructive. "
Holdt projected unnerving images of
oppressed Americans, juxtaposed
with photos of Klan lynchings and
antebellum-style bulls, eliciting a
variety of emotions from .the audience. It is Holdt's ambition to provoke a feeling of momentary oppression in the viewers, inciting them to
discuss and resolve their sentiments.
"The show will not show any
hope, because to be oppressed means
not to see any way out: no light of day
shows." stressed Holdt. Asserting
that his is an ecumenical statement,
encompassing all races and classes,
he summarized. "It's a show about
oppression and what oppression can
do to all kinds of people, white and
black...It's not a show only abpiit.
blacks-black people would be very
offended if you said that."
In several instances. Holdt's
narrative theorized on the motivations directing individuals towards
bigotry and haired. His work repeatedly indicated that intolerance cannot
thrive in a more free environment.
"It's a lifelong struggle," said Holdt
about cQmbattlng racism,"'. ..formany
of us don't even think of ourselves as
racist."
The first portion of Amer'wiin
Pictures concluded with several
quotes echoing Holdt's themeof striv'ing for understanding, among them
, this statement by Jose Martk "You
must have faith in the best in people
and distrust the Worst. If not.: the
worst will prevail." :

sits on the committee that reviews the
applications and proposals of those
professors who desire to take a leave.
Cohn cited three different types of
leaves. One is the sabbatical, which is
granted to all tenured professors on
their seventh year. The second type is
the competitive leave, in which professors must submit proposals to a
committee. The final type is a leave
which is funded by outside sources.
Cohn feels that these leaves are
designed "to give faculty members
time to pursue scholastic or art work,
uninterrupted." The professors who
returned from leave fall semester, did
just that.
Professor of Philosophy Howard Delong used his time to complete
a fifty-page paper-entitled "Arrow's

Theorem." in which he tried to rebut
economist Kenneth Arrow's Theory
of Voting. Delong's new knowledge
will be applied this semester in his
Political Philosophy 404 class when
the class reads the original version of
Kenneth Arrow's theorem.
Professor of History Borden
Painter was able to use his time for
both study and travel. He said that he
felt his sabbatical was, "A wonderful
time to catch up on reading in various
topics of interest." While on leave, he
did a great deal of reading, writing,
and research on the topic of fascist
Italy in the I930's. He completed an
article oh Italian fascism and is currently trying to get it published in a
journal. He also completed another
35-page article dealing with this pe-

riod. While on leave. Painter was
able to travel to Italy, where he studied at the Trinity Rome Campus.
Professor of Modern Languages
Donald Hook did a variety of things
this past fall. A major topic which he
studied was the German epicene pronoun. This pronoun is the ungendered, third person singular and it
refers to a group of humans of mixed.
sex. This pronoun will most likely be
accepted by the International Review
of Applied Linguistics in 1991.
His, second main project was to
find a. topic for a freshman .seminar
that he will be instructing next fall.
Along with a co-author. Hook completed a book which is entitled The
Death Penalty, and he plans to use
this book as a main source in the

seminar. The seminar will probably
be entitled "The Death Penalty" or
"Capital Punishment."
Hook also edited a book on
German-Jewish . writers during his
leave. Hook's main field of study for
the College is German. The volume
will be published by Iowa State
Univerity Press later this year.
Along with intense study. Professor Hook felt fhat "relaxation is
also part of the sabbatical." While on
leave. Hook was able to travel to both
Ireland and Mexico.
Arrist-In-Residence Lenora
Champagne used her leave to help
direct under Elizabeth LeCompte. She
was also the assistant director under
Tony Taccone at the Berkeley Repertory Theater in Berkeley. California.

March5th to April 8th, 1989

BERMUDA
COLLEGE WEEKS

Wthalittiebitofhick,
you just might make it through the week.
Right from the start, the party is nonstop.
Your College Week opens with a day-long
Barbecue Bash at beautiful Elbow Beachdancing, feasting, swimming and tanning on
soft, pink, sun-splashed sands.
The beat goes on with spectacular beach
parties featuring Bermuda's top rock, steel and
calypso bands. Daily lunches. A limbo festival.
And an outrageous Party Cruise to magnificent
Great Sound. All compliments of the Bermuda
Department of Tourism,
Add to that all the things that make Bermuda,

Bermuda. Whirring around our island on a
moped. (Do keep left!) Our British ambiance and
colourful pubs. Great tennis and golf. Treasure
hunting in our shops. Jogging on quiet seaside
roads—including a2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe
Bay. And the special feeling of being on a tiny,.
flower-bedecked island, separated from
everywhere and everything by 600 miles of sea.
This spring, break away to an island that's
more than just sun, sand and surf. Contact your
Campus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for
more Bermuda College Week details. •

Redman Sport & Travel
208 West 260th Street
Riverdale, NY 10471
. (212) 796-6646 • (800) 288-2328 • (617) 770-1403:
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World Outlook
U.S. Drug Policy Needs to be Reevaluated
rector; David Sheinin, Wesleyan
University History Lecturer and expert on Bolivia; and George Festa,
supervisor of the Drug Enforcement
Agency's New England divisions.
Each presented a different assessment
of the present drug problem but fundamentally agreed that the focus of
future efforts should turn inward,
toward demand in America, rather
than glare outward at supplier countries.
'
Legalization of drugs aside, the
forum unmasked a fundamental
schism in this country's approach to
the problem. Festa, from the DEA.
told of his agency's operations and
basic strategy. He signalled to those
in attendance that the DEA largely
focuses.on greater international cooperation. Festacitedthelnternational
Drug Enforcement Conference held
in Guatemala in 1983 and the DEA's
International Training School established in Hungary in April, 1988.
These were efforts to promote a unified, international anti-drug strategy,
under direction by representatives of
the DEA.
These efforts focus on drug production and trade. Such "cooperation" is highly illusory and extremely
problematic, however. In Latin
America, for example, a major snag
in such international efforts is the
certain backlash exhibited by local
peoplesagainst what they see as gringo
infringement on theirsovereignty. The
United States will most surely continue to pressure foreign governments
to act according to U.S. standards and
may dangle international loans in the
air. But foreigners' desire to follow
an American lead at this point becomes anachronistic, having been
exhausted after years of American .
abuse of, and insensitivityto, foreign
cultures.
Festa's position was countered
by Dave Sheinin. who, using Bolivia
as an example,- argued that the economics of the drug trade is what
matters. The money involved and the
profits and corruption which ensue
are the core of the issue. For what
effect can ostensible "cooperation"
have upon powerful drug lords whose
armies often exceed their own
country's, whose extensive land titles
provide a safe and an often-impregnable asylum, and whose bank accounts are inflated to the extent that
one kingpin, Suarez, offered to pay in
toto Bolivia's $5 billion foreign debt
in exchange for a hassle-free trading
arena. Sheinin argued, further, that
the drug trade isn't quite so deleteri-

-By John Klein-RobbenhaarSpecial to the Tripod
International drug trafficking has
become a heated issue over the past
decade as administrators on both the
local and federal levels attempt to
combat America's ballooning drug
problem. The increasing production,
sale, and use of illegal drugs in this
country has occurred in the absence
of any clear-cut approach to deal with
the problem. Some claim "source
eradication" as the truly logical means
to cripple the drug industry but quickly
appreciate the logistical problems
such a task holds; Bolivia, Peru, and
Columbia claim nearly 200,000 hectares of coca fields under cultivation
in Andean highlands where both
remoteness and topography make
tactical operations largely impossible.
Source eradication won't work.
Others advocate tougher border
control, claiming that inefficiency,
corruption, and negligence allow
unacceptable amounts of drugs easyaccess to American streets. The Reagan Adm inistration's "no tolerance"
policy, however, failed to produce
any appreciable dent in the drug trade.
Andstill others call for legalization of
drugs, an approach designed to ecbhomically cripple terribly powerful
narco-kingpins as. well as to stem
increasing drug-related violence and
crimes.
\
After.a decade of.failure, it is
outwardly acknowledged that source
eradication and lightened borders will
not solve the crisis. George Bush, in
his inauguration speech, spoke of
drugs as a dangerous and insidious
contagion poisoning the American
people; he aptly stated that-curbing
demand provides the answer. "Take
my word for it" he said, "this scourge
will stop!" Well, this author would
very much like to take your word for
it, George, but cannot take heart in
mere high-flown rhetoric. Until a
reassessment of present United States'
policy towards drugs and the international drug trade occurs, a reassessment which rationally and unemotionally looks at the problem as a
social phenomenon within America
and not some evil implanted from"
without.
On Wednesday Feb. 1, the World
Affairs Center hosted a forum which
focused on international drug traf-;
ficking. Three speakers attendedArchie Albright, World Affairs di-.

ous to Third World states as America apparent: should efforts to end the
might portray il to be. Rather, in the domestic "scourge" take place within
case of Bolivia, the drug trade has the international setting or within U.S.
helped deflate a 24,000% inflation borders. History would tell us that
rate of the early 1980's down to less there is no need for any division; the
than 10% today. Though the "trickle- past eight years are proof enough that
down" theory applied to drug profits actively policing other countries will
is highly questionable, some narco only alienate and not eradicate. We
money does indeed find its.way back must look within our own country
into the countries' increasingly and focus on the demand-side of the
skewed economic and social systems. drug fix.
The growth of "drug cities" in impovMr. Bush has said such would be
erished Bolivia is one example of
his approach, At closer look, though,
such skewed development.
it appears that the President is being
Sheinin would conclude, there- slightly disingenuous, For just as he
fore, that attempts to directly pressure won't tax Americans but will impose
countries like, say, Bolivia, Mexico, "fees", his promises to purge America of this social problem are belied
Afghanistan, or Thailand should not
be seriously considered because these by the fine print which conies in the
form of a budget. Allocation of funds
countries, to a degree, benefit from
the drug trade. Furthermore, such to combat drugs will be increased, or
international pressure, which de- so says the budget. But emphasis upon
mands extradition and interdiction, education and treatment programs
follows a North American model and won't be government-directed but will
is based on North American ethics. be left to .the private sector.
Problems are bound to ensue with
But this isn't the only unmensuch a one-sided and ethnocentric tioned grey area of the Bush budget.
approach. An attack last year on the Despite Mr. Bush's verbal attack on
American embassy in Honduras by a America's demand for drugs and his
mob protesting the exfradjtion of an calls for better education from the
alleged drug trafficker is only one ground up, little government initiacase in point. Implications of such tive is shown. Today, for example,
attacks are profound. Apolicy of U.S.- for every $15 spent on interdiction,
led international "cooperation" leads local enforcement, and source eradionly to problems, not solutions.
cation, $1 is spent on education, rehaA schism in policy approach is bilitation^ and treatment programs. In

major cities like New York, addicts
who have lost the ability to "just say
no" may have to wait from six to 18
months for admission to treatment
programs. This is simply because the
treatment centers can't house or afford more patients. And this is a result
of allocating government funding
away from those who need iinmedi' ate help back to operations which
have continually proved ineffective.
How will areas like the Bronx cope
when, as in last week's example, an
11 -yearold was caught with 200 vials
' of crack? Is this really the time to rely
on the private sector?
For the majority of Americans,
drugs are the most important national
issue and represent a most deeplyrooted social crisis. This explains why
such serious sounding rhetoric is directed its way. The issue explainswhy the new administration must
appear in control. But rhetoric doesn't
mean action. Drugs will always exist
and demand will surely follow. Our
government must be willing to take a
more realistic approach to the problem, one that isn't based on doublestandards and one that isn't whitewashed with morals. In the meantime, the violence and the crime will
continue, innocent victims will be
caught in the crossfire, and those that
want to get clean will be thrown out
on the sidewalk to rot.

OH, ANP PfltfTRjRSETTO PICK OP SOW M\M>

Public Access to Automatic Weapons
Stricter Gun Control Legislation Necessary
of afew. That may be true, but why in
the world would anyone need an AK-By Steve H. Yi47 with live ammunition? If the person has a gun collection, then there is
World Outlook Writer
no need for the ammunition. There
have been very few hunters who
employ the AK-47 as a. leisure
Anyone can purchase an AK-47 weapon. The only other logical reaover a counter in the cities. Patrick son to buy such a weapon is to kill
Purdy purchased one, along with a 9- other people.
mm pistol. He then proceeded on the
The day of the cheap "Saturday)7th of January to shoot down ele- Night Special" has come and gone as
mentary schoolchildren in Stockton, gangs heavily involved in drug trafCalifornia, killing five Asian-Ameri- ficking are resorting to semi-autocan children and wounding thirty matic weapons to give them the fireothers people before shooting him- power to resist other'gangs and stop
self with a pistol. Purdy had been a the police from threatening their
drifter obsessed with war.
business. With so much money flowThe weapon employed is a So- ing in fromi crack and other hard drugs,
viet model, though usually the AK- they have no (rouble: arming them47's are sold by the Chinese to the selves with the best semi-automatics '
States foraboutS370.This isa weapon that money can buy. Police can only
primarily used only by the militaries respond by replacing their ,38 caliber
of many countries. But today, they weapons with 9-m illimetersemi-autoare available at a local gun matic pistols. That meansmore punch
distributor's shop! A reported 40,000 in each bullet and that means policewere sold last year.
men will have a greater chance of
It is often argued that the fault killing wRpmever they shoot. JBu'fdoes not lie with the gun but with the policemen are still critically outgunirresponsibility of the user. Therefore, many "responsible" users shou Id
With semi-automatic weapons,
not be hurt just because of the actions one must squeeze the trigger for every
,
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bullet. The conversion to automatic is
not very difficult for a skilled gum
smith and there-is a flowing clandestine industry to effect such a conversion for anyone with s'ome money.
Purdy fired an automatic blast at
elementary schoolchildren. Just this
past week, another gunman used an
AK-47 in a similar manner at a tar!
dealership, Obviously, the availability is common. The only question
comes up and again is why? Why
should semi-automatic weapons: be
available to the public? Why is there
such helplessness in controlling the
problem? Certainly no one answer
willever satisfy, the many relatives of
the victims of such violence. • ..•••
For some of the public, the only
answer, is to purchase similar weapons themselves for protection. In fact
up to 50% of all gun purchases are for
that reason. Any emotional imbalance in these households can trigger
something-tragic. If a husband loses
his temper over a cheating wife and a
gun happens to be'in the house, the
obvious implications are clear. Even
if there's a teenager who goes through
a simple depression might shoot
himself if a gun happens to be available. • • • : • -:'-• •••
•:••••• ! :

There are about 10,000 homicides by firearms in the United States
every year. According to 1985 statistics, Britain and Canada, each had
about ten or fewer homicides by firearms each year. Though there are
clear differences in demographics, this
is too simple a reason; taking in to
account only demographic conditions,
the United States should only have
about fifty murders, compared to the
British ratio. The difference lies in
gun control. There is |io place but the
United States of America where such
an anomaly like the NRA can use the
national constitution to defend
people's, right to bear arms. President Bush is a life, member of the
NRA and chances are .that he will do
very little to reduce the frightening
availability of firearms in the countryA certain paranoia overcomes a
person walking at night knowing that
so many guns are floating around. It
could only take someone losing his
temper and out comes the gun. The
most powerful rifle in the gun market,
the AR^l5 assault rifle, can fire.900
roundsamiriuteonfu.il automatic. No
deer or man will withstand that kind
of firepower. How can the police or

anyone, for that matter induce fear in
someone possessing such a weapon ,
to fight back with?
Compromise to make stricter
federal gun laws does no good. The
gun distributors are entrenched and
can sell weapons with little opposition from anyone. The NRA has a
powerful political lobby which can
overturn congressional decisions.
There seems little anyone can do but
go out and buy a gun to defend oneself. If the government were to go to
the other extreme and completely
outlaw guns except to licensed hunters, the police, and the military, then
one could probably expect the word
freedom to come around. This is the
most abused word in this country.
Exactly what type of freedom will
possessing a gun give? To kill another person? The word that really
should be employed is responsibility.
People should be responsible enough
to know that the presence of firearms
in their houses is only asking for
provocation en route to tragic ends.
Until such a realization in afti-'
tiide occurs, the killing in the streets
will continue, and in time, full automatic weapons will be available to
the public. Long live the NRA, ;.
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World Outlook
CIA Recruiting On Campus
Pro-CIA Recruiting
-By Neil Bisson and Joseph YaminThe Progressive Student Alliance's protests against CIA recruitment
on campus are misguided. Their attempt to prevent students from
seeking employment in this branch of public service is not only
undemocratic, but also infringes on their fellow students' rights to seek
employment within a completely legal institution. For numerous reasons,'
the CIA should be allowed to recruit at Trinity College.
First, any government institution, the CIA included, has a right to
offer employment to students who wish to serve our nation in these
capacities. The Progressive Student Alliance has vigorously campaigned
against the CIA's recruiting rights. Their extremely misleading ClA Fact
of the Day" fliers fail to reveal the culpable parties. Contrary to what the
PSA promulgates, the CIA implements policies and covert operations tha t
the executive branch has delegated to this legal agency. The PSA fliers,
with good reason, criticized CIA involvement in Chilean politics. However,
the cited quotation, by Secretary of State Henry Kissenger, clearly reveals
that the CIA was implementing the President's decision to interfere in
Chilean politics. The olame lies not with the CIA, but with the executive
branch's overzealous foreign policy initiatives.
Secondly, any individuals within the CIA that may have engaged in
the illegal covert acts' do not provide ample cause to disband this
organization. If the CIA should be barred from recruiting students due to
individual employees' illegal behavior, then many o ther major corpora tions
that recruit openly on and off this campus should also be banned. For
instance, the Micheal Milkens and Ivan Boeskys of Wall Street firms, who
have bilked the American public of billions of dollars, are not targeted for
the suggestion that students seeking employment in these corporations
should be obstructed from being able to do so in any way, shape, or form.
These corporations, like the CIA, provide necessary services for our
country. Therefore, an effort should be directed towards policing these
institutions, rather than preventing them from recruiting employees.
PSA's members should feel relieved that the CIA is recruiting
Trinity students with a very similar educational experience as themselves.
Hopeful candidates for CIA employment will undergo the most rigorous
and extensive employment screening process in the country. The people
selected will be some of the most qualified students at the college. The
PSA's erroneous decision to prevent these people from seeking an
opportunity to serve our nation's valuable and important intelligence
field is a disservice to both Trinity College's students and, also, the
democratic ideals that encourage all Americans to gain employment
within the free market system.

Anti-CIA Recruiting*
-By Victoria ArthaoclRecruiting on campus is privilege; it is not a right. Those who protest
against the CIA recruiting on campus do not infringe upon that organization's
freedom of speech. The CIA has come not just to speak, but to recruit. In
allowing the CIA to i-ecruit on campus, Trinity College lends to the CIA many
services including resume gathering and building facilities. The Progressive
Student Alliance does not wish to bar students who are interested in working
for the CIA from doing so. Rather, it urges that Trinity College refuse to allow
the CIA on campus. Students seeking employment would still be able to
con tact a CIA recruiter through the telephone directory and cohduct interviews
with the CIA off campus.
This is not a question of obstructing people from getting a job. The
Progressive Student Alliance is taking a'stand against the CIA because of its
repea ted atrocities. Former CIA bureau chief and NSC member John S tockwell
estimated that the CIA was directly responsible for the deaths of at least two
million people. If the body count were even a fraction of that figure, there is
no justification for allowing these violaters of human rights laws on carnpus.
Our position, is that, although other companies may break the law and not
necessarily be barred from campus because of it, the CIA is a unique case that
cannot be usefully compared to any other corporation.
The CIA is not just an intelligence agency. It does very little of-the actual
intelligence-gathering and analysis carried out in the U.S. intelligence
community. Technical collection agencies suchastheNationalReconnaissance
Office now provide the government with 85% of its raw intelligence. To
quote twenty-five year CIA veteran Ralph McGehee: "The Agency Is not, nor
was it ever meant to have been, an intelligence agency. It was created slightly
after the United Nations. It was the United States' substitute for gun-boat
diplomacy that was no longer feasible under the scrutiny of that world
organization. The agency was to do covertly what was once done openly."
Secret wars and covert actions have been the purpose of the CIA since
its inception The organization has provided both the encouragement and the
tools for every president since Truman to violate inconvenient laws and
treaties. Denying a job to someone because of their race, gender, or sexual
preference is bad—but is it worse than torture, murder and drug smuggling?
Where do our priorities lie?
••
.
Students have an important role to play in the broader movement for
social justice and peace. Student protest against CIA recruiters on college
campuses has been important in the large anti-intervention and peace
community's efforts to expose the CIA. The question here is whether we will
allow Trinity's campus to continue to accomodate the CIA's global network
of terror.

The Inception of the CIA
-By Tricia JohnsonSpecial to the Tripod
The intent of the National Security Act of 1947 was to unify and
strengthen the armed forces of the
United States. This act of Congress is
that which created the National Security Council (NSC), under which the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
operates. This body has rarely operated as the authors of the act intended
it to. Further, this executive agency
hasbeen known to effect policy decisions at home and abroad with varying degrees of independence of the
chief executive, the departments of
the Executive Office of the President,
and its own charter.
A U.S. House of Representative
committee considering postwar military policy was presented with a plan
to unify the armed forces. This unification is said to have been endorsed
by Generals George Marshall,
Douglas MacArthur and Dwight Eisenhower. Such unification would
preclude coordination problems and
reduce defense spending. Secretary
of the Navy, James Forrestal, was
hesitant to support such, a plan because he feared that the air division of
the Navy would be placed under the
authority of the Air Force. In addition, the Marine Corps may have been
separated from the Navy. However,
Forrestal did not approve of the personalized manner in which President
Roosevelt had made critical decisions
regarding the ongoing WW II.
Although the unification plan
was not favorable to him, Sec. Forrestal commissioned a study of the plan.
The resulting report, known as the
Eberstat Report, recommended a
federation of the armed force as well

as the creation of several agencies,
among which would be a National
Security Council - to advise thePresi-..
dent on matters of "National Security", and a Central Intelligence
Agency - to assemble and evaluate
intelligence.
Based on the Eberstat Report, the
National Security Act created a National Military Establishment-later to
be called the Department of Defense,
and several agencies besides theNSC
and CIA.
The National Security Council
consists of "members", "Statutory
Advisors", and "Officials. Members
are the President, Vice-President and
Secretaries'of State and Defense. The
Directorof Central Intelligence serves
as a statutory member of the NSC,
who, together with the Deputy Director are appointed by. the President and
approved of by the Senate's majority
vote.
.
.
Meanwhile, according to a U.S.
government manual, the CIA's functions include but are not limited to
the following: "Advise and make
recommendations to the NSC oh
matters that concern National Security ... [The CIA further) correlates,
disseminates, within governmental

agencies, intelligence' information; ... performs [services for
other governmental agencies
when the NSC determines that
such services are best performed
by the CIA] ... produces and
;. disseminates counterintelligen.ee
special activities which have approval of the president."
••
In order to perform its functions, the CIA utilizes technical
systems and devises, and "protects the security of its installations, property, employees and
information by "appropriate
means" as well as coordinates
"administrative"activities inside
and outside of the U.S., in addition to "other duties and func-f
tions that the NSC may from
time to time direct",
Consequently, in the fiftynine years after the inception of
the CIA, given all of the issues
and facts that the American citizens have been made aware of in
the past and continue be privy
of, we all should wonder about
the mechanism through which
we have federated our aimed
forces and insured our national
security.

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

Several colleges of Oxford University have invited TheWsshington.Inte.rj\atonaJ Studies C,erjte.r
lo re'comniend qualified 'students' to sttidy for one year or for one or two terms. Lower Junior
slatus is requlred.and graduate study is available. Students arc directly enrolled In their colleges
and receive transcripts froint heir Oxford college: this Is NOTa program conductedby a U.S. College In Oxford, A spsqaj sumjiiersession,^ directed by W1SC.

•

1

^

',• CAREERS IN PUBLISHING;
A representative of the Rad cliffe Publishing
Course/a six-week graduate program in book
and magazine publishing at Harvard University,
will be at Trinity on Monday, February 13th
from l-4p.rn.
•
For individual interview appointments,
call Donna Lurie, 297-2080.

W1SC offers "summer internships with Congress, With the1 White" House.' With; the Media and
with think'tanks. Government and Journalism courees^aretaught by senlorjevel government,
officials, whq are also scholars, and by experienced Journalises. Similar opportunities In public
policy internships.are offered (with academic.credit) In l^pdori (Fall, Spring and Summer),, ,,..

WHSC

The Washington International Studies Center
•
'••::•••

214 Massachusetts Aye.. N,E. Suite J23O
Washington. D.C 20002 (K»l 547-3275

,
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Ever Wonder Why...?

By Lisa Schroedcr

located somewhere along Summit
Street, although where I don't know.
It's the same thing that seems to
magically teleport you home from the
View on nights where you have no
In the final analysis, a person business even trying to walk.
can be said to be truly famous if he or
3. Which way is faster from
she is remembered for some great Mather to the library: through Goodaccomplishment, for having done win Arch, or through the courtyard
something no one else has ever done. and up the stairs?
I'm not a nuclear scientist or anyI have researched this fact, and
thing, and I don't own a telescope, so have found that going through GoodI don't think I can discover any new win Arch is indeed the faster route.
galaxies and name them after myself However, in March and April, when
(besides, naming a galaxy "Bill" the super-saturated grass/mud in front
. would sound pretty stupid). Seeing of Cinestudio begins to rot and smell
such limitations, I will pick up where like manure, going through the courtI left off in my first article, and at- yard is immeasurably better. The
tempt to answer some of the Great courtyard route used to be much more
Unanswered Questions of the Uni- scenic, until last year, when that Iraverse (but only the non-existential nian dance group plunked their stage
ones, since I'm a math major).
down on the flower bed and killed all
1. What would Spuds McKenzie the flowers. Now there's just a big
brick circle there. Stick with Goodsay if he could really talk?
First of all, as most of you know, win Arch.
Spuds is a female. I.won't even get
4. What club does it take to hit a
into that. Secondly, how would you golf ball from near the bishop statue
feel if you were crammed into hockey to across the fields?
equipment, thrown on a surfboard,
As best as can be determined,
tossed up in the air, or stuffed into a J.T. '89 claims that you can clear the
sweater that was five sizes too small? entire field with a driver: I usually
You wouldn't like it very much. Yet, find it much safer to lay up, and hit my
this poor dog just sits there, not even approach shot to Broad Street with a
really looking like he (actually, she) 5 or 6-iron, It's easier to clear the trees
gives a damn. All I know is that if I that way.
were a dog, and someone tried to stick
5. How many different guitar
me on a surfboard, someone would chords are used on U2's Rattle and
lose some fingers. Spuds, on the other Hum album?
hand, looks as if he (she) has more
Four. The Edge learned a new
drugs in his (her) system than Jerry chord while on tour after The Joshua
Garcia and Bob Weir combined. Tree.
"Drink Bud Light, because Spuds
6. Why are there turnstiles in the
knows when to say 'when'," the ad entrance of the library ?
says. Doesn't really look that way to
If you know any prospective
me. Looks as if Spuds has been drinking the profits. We wonder what he freshmen, youcan tell them that the
(she) does in his (her) trailer between turnstile is there to©0unt»the number
of times he or she visits the library, so
takes.
that professors can check up on them.
2, Why do all drivers on Summit What is scary is that he or she will
Street speed yji when they see pedes- believe you. Really, though, the Trintrians crossing the road?
ity College Library was actually going
It doesn't matter who is driving, to be the main station for Hartford's
astudent.non-student, teenager, adult, subway system, a project abandoned
or senior citizen. Everyone drives on in 1977. About ten years ago, the
Summit Street as if they are Mario administration decided that piling up
Andretti. Even the Campus Pizza guy all the books in the middle of the Life
comes roaring down the street, stops Sciences Quad wasn't a good idea
on a dime, gives you your pizza, then (they got in the way during the Spring
floors it and takes off at Mach 3. The Weekend concerts), so they had to
biggest kick I get is when you see purchase the building from the City
someone driving down the street of Hartford. The turnstiles wereMeft
towards you, and you actually hear as a reminder of what might have
them downshift to gain speed. It's been,
amazing. I think there's some sort of
7. What were all those trenches
time warp involved here -'1 know it's in the ground all over campus last
-By Bill CharestFeatures Columnist

This is the time of the semester that I hate the most. All of your
classes are chosen and you're stuck with them for better or worse; the
carefree days at the beginning of the semeste. when you could
procrastinate with immunity are over; the work has piled up just
enough to make you realize that it's time to give yourself a sharp kick
and plunge back into the academic realm; you've just spent all of your
life savings at the illustrious bookstore; and you're already counting
the days until Open Period (9, counting today, just in case you're
wondering). The only good thing about this time of year is that
everyone has stopped asking how your Christmas Break was—Thank
God for small favors.
At least this year Mother Nature has decided to spice things up
a little bit. Shorts in February?—what exactly are we doing to the
Ozone layer? But rest assured because it's supposed to snow soon, so
those of you who have decided to pack up the infamous cotton tights
beware. But then again the term "snow" seems to be the generic
heading for anything ranging from rain to the glop that descends onus
from the heavens in big white squishy balls that last about two minutes
(or however long it takes Connecticut to declare a state of emergency).
—I may seem cynical about the weather here, but I live in Maine,
and for some reason that seems to explain a lot about my opinions, or
at least my friends seem to •think so. Everyone seems to know where
Maine is, probably because you spent at least a week there once in the
summer a long time ago, but when it comes to actually living thereall
year round, people get confused and picture.an unbearably cold
eskimo-type lifestyle. "Oh, you live in Maine, did you go to school in
Maine or Canada?"; "Does your family grow potatoes?"; "It's 15
degrees outside and you're cold? I thought you grew up in Maine..";
"Are thereglaciers in Maine?"—(yes, that's how wedivideourcounties);
"Are your mother and father related?" (stereotype courtesy of The
Beans of Egypt, Maine the book that everyone seems to have read); and
: finally my favorite (drum roll please);
—"Are you going to be a farmer? Is'that' why you came to
Trinity?"
—"Yes, of course, I came to Trinity for its great agricultural
programs. What! you've never heard of the Trinity Agricultural
School? We're setting up a commune on the Quad next year."
—"Oh neat."
Thesad thingis that I thinkshe actually believed me. Unfortunately for
the Maine stereotype, I do live on a farm and I do wear real L.L. Bean
Boots. Now, don't start picturing a re-creation of "Little House on the
Prairie"—"Golly Gee Pa, thems potatoes looks about ready out thar in
thems fields, ayuh..." Farms aren't all red tractors and hicks driving
pickup trucks drinking Old Milwaukee while resting their heads on
~their full shotgun rack, although these bizarre creatures do exist
everywhere and provide a constant source of amusement.
Trie hicks in Maine are genuine at least...they roar around in
their pick up trucks whose suspension is so high th.at one always
wonders how they climb up into those things, and they chug a few
brews before going out poaching whatever they can hit. Now, on the
other hand, hicks in Connecticut are as lame as the weather. Thfey look
like hicks, but they don't do any of the usual redneck activities. Instead
they sit around drinking Corona (with a twist of lime, of course) talking
about property values and the stock market. Hicks have come a long
way—remember the Beverly Hillbillies? •

fall?
Big gophers. In an unrelated
development, the Cave will soon be
offering a new gopher-flavor pizza, a
snack you can really dig into.
Lame joke. Sorry.
8. What happened to the "money
pusher-upper" in the cash drawer of
the Barney machine in Mather? "
I called the Director of Mather
Campus Center to investigate this
matter, and found that due to budget
cuts, Mather Campus Center was
forced to sell the "money pusherupper" to the Marriot Corporation,
who, in turn, used it to power their
toaster. That way you can have hot
toast ani cold cash.
9. Why don't people toss refrigerators off High Rise any more?
The Refrigerator Toss was a fad
that was in its full-fledged heyday
during my freshman year. I guess a lot
of guys (long since graduated, if
anyone is interested) figured that it
was worth whatever deposit they put
on their rented fridge to watch it plummet the eight stories to the ground
below, resulting in a tremendous kerchunk (verbatim) when it hit. A few
people (also long since graduated)
tried a variation on this theme, and
tossed a Weber grill off the roof, but
that never caught on. I consulted the
official Trinity College handbook for
1988-89, a I couldn't find a section
that explicitly ruled that Refrigerator
Tossing is illegal. However, I think
that if proper interpretive powers are
used, a case might be made for this act
falling under the category of "horseplay". Looks as though this fad has
gone the route of the hula hoop.
JO, Who is Art Linkletter, and
why is he famous?
Maybe I was born too late, but
usually if someone if famous, my
parents or someone will tell me why.
Somehow, I've missed the boat on
Art Linkletter. I've seen a lot of old
movies, but he's never been in one. I
mean, really, what did this guy do to
get so famous? Host a game show?
Save his platoon in Korea? Walk on
the moon? Circumnavigate Bolivia?
He must have done something. He
simply couldn't have been selling
insurance on TV all his life. My theory is that Art Linkletter is actually
the voice of Barney Rubble. If anyone has any other thoughts, let me
know.
Next Week: Semi-Formals and anything else I think of before then.

Bathing Is A Lonely Business...Except For Fish
scene; even filling in the otherperson's

lovers do) you are allgoing to scream
out every single line you know. Yea,
"What do you mean you're not even demonstrate the action scenes.
wearing any underwear? I gave you
You know the part in "Caddya pair of mine this morning. What'd shack" that begins. .."Herewe are, at
you do with them? ,
Augusta.,.Cinderella stony.;." Well,
...exceptforfish.
"They're too tight. They'rea32 with a room full of people, this scene
Fish alt bathe...together.
and I wear a 34. Size thirty-four can become somewhat dangerous. So
Although they do lend to.,.eat one
cotton boxers from K-Mart. K-Mart. can the final sword-fight scene in
another.
300 Oak Street Cincinnati , Ohio. "The Princess Bride." -"My name is
What are your thoughts Hobson?
Cincinnati, Ohio."
Inigo Montoya. You killed my father.
How many times haveyou been
/finish this and look out of the Prepare to die," Suddenly twbpe.ople
walking down the long waikand have
someone turn to, you and say this, or window in an autistic daze, still trying in the room are up on their feet, babtocaptureSam's attention with a grand bling in quasi-Spanish accents, and
] some other random movie:expresfinale from "Rainmari." '"It's verv engaged in mesmerizing sword play.
sion? If you are the type of person
who can never remember a movie sparkly, very twinkly. V-E-R-N! V-E- A lamp is broken,.." My name is Inigo
after he's seen it {"Wait, what was R-N! My main man. Yeah, main Montoya,.."
; that first part sgam.'1') then you man." Sam looks up at this and so I A chair is overturned...yoi/ tilled my
probably just look at the speaker as if take advantageof the opportunity and father..."
•
•"
they are mad. But! If you, yourself, a s k h: e r : ". ':'.'•
A picture frame is knocked
are a movie buff:-why then you sim- : • : Are you taking any prescription- askew...Prepare to die'."
ply raise one eyebrow qoplly and say: ,': medication?", :
In a roomful of movie-buffs, this
"Arthur: Please, remove your hat." , ; That does it for her and she gets scene is an excellent cue to begin a
Andyou proceed to whap the speaker up to leave me there alone in the Cave: pillow fight. If there is a non-movie
• soundly 'on the head. Scene ended. • reciting movies to myself. As a last buff In the room, he will simply turn
My friend, Sam, and I used to go ditch effort I call after ber.No more, . up the volume while all of this live
tomoviestogethefaliof the time. For rhymes,! mean it!" But alas, she is action is going on. ••/:
: .
the next two weeks, and once a week
gone,..
•-•
"•'••
- ''
And then there is the actual learnthereafter, I would drive her nuts-o
It has become a ritual now, to ing of the movie. It must be agreed.
with ramblings and mumblings from
rent movies everyone's seen at least: that, when you come td.a line that you
the ;fi]nV\ye'd?seen.
:•-."• -.'•/. • •
five hundred times, and sit around want to memorize it is alright to stop
"Of course T.mmrt wearing airy and recite the entire inpvie play by the VCR and rewind it at least fiveundeiwedr" I'd say as I met her in play. "Caddyshack", ''Beetlejuice," hundred times until everyone in the
gotten it right.
the Cave for lunch, She looks at me as and "The Princess Bride" are great room-has
though I were a lu natic and goes back for this, dfeourse; everyone should •••:; A word of warning to the nonto eating her blueberry yogurt. Un- be agreed that instead of listening to movie buff who cannot even rememdaunted by her rejection, I finish the the moviequietly,(the way non-movie: ber; the title of the movie that is play-By Amy PaulsonFcatures Columnist

part:

'•'•"•'...

;

:

ing: this is a good time to go to the
kitchen and make popcorn, study some
Art History, or write a letter. Twenty
minutes later, after everyone has
calmed down and the movie has been
re-wound to apartevenbefoisthe bynow memorized line, go back and
watch the movie. They will want to
impress you with their newly-developed skill. When the scene approaches, everyone but you will
scream out the entire scene and then

laugh hysterically as if they've never
heard it before and it is completely
new to them. Laugh along with them
and tell them they are wonderful. If
these people are of the opposite sex,
this lavish praise is even better. They
will remember how happily you gave
them your approval and will probably
ask you to the next formal, thereby
improving the social scene at Trinity.
After all, they do say that opposites
attract...

J0

the Writing Center

j S ^

New Expanded Sunday Hours!:

~mlP
9
"
;

Daytime Hours; 115 Vernon St.
Monday
9am-5pm
Tuesday'
9am-Noon/ l-5pm
Wednesday 9am-5pm
Thursday
9am-5pm
Friday
;9am-Noon/ l-4pm

Sun. and Evening Hours: Library-Seminar Rm. 3

Sunday
l-4pm/ 6:30-9:30 pm
. Monday-Thursday 6:30-9:30 pm
Drop in or phone for an appointment 297-2460 or 297-2461
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Features
On the Long Walk
By Lisa Schroeder ...

Photos by Lisa Denny,

f

1

Where s the Strangest'Place You've Ever.. .?.,
It

Victoria Arthaud'89
"McCook 203"

JeffBuzzi'90
"In the Ferris Athletic Center Pool"

Beula Tjqknor '91 '
"On the Long Walk"

Scott Bass '92
"On the floor of Munson'.s
Candy Shop"

Ann Reutter '92
"On the cannon"

Aaron Lippert '92
"In the woods"

'

- U

Earn $7/hr Supporting the Arts!
The Bushnel! seeks responsible, articulate individuals w/ an interest in the arts to
work eves. 6-9 as callers for annual
membership campaign..
CairJed Reardon at 527-3123.

:

CARILLI'S PIZZA
. We Offer:

All types of pizza, including
London School of Economics
and Political Science
A chance to study and live1 in London
Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas, OneYear Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities in
the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes:Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Business Studies « Economics • Econometrics •
Economic History • European Studies » Geography •
Government « Health Planning • Housing • Industrial
Relations • International History • International Relations • Law • Management Science » Operational
Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning « Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration «
Social Anthropology • Social Planning in Developing
Countries « Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis »
Application forms from:
Admissions Registrar, Room 10, L.S-.E.,
Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, England,
stating whether undergraduate or postgraduate.

LSE

.-.. ••-.

sheet pizza

A wide selection from t h e grill,
including h o t and cold grinders.
Free Delivery ($4 minimum) .
Deliveries start at noon
llam - 12pm Tuesday - Saturday
11am - 10pm Sunday
Closed Monday

24 New Britain Ave • 247-0514
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS

•

"Donatello at Close Range." An installation of full-scale photo-reproductions of newly-restored stuccos
by Donatello (15th century Italian
sculptor) which are in the Old Sacristy of San Lorenzo in Florence, Italy. A touring exhibition by the World
Monuments Fund. I p.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. Free admission. Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Through
Friday, March 3rd.

Month at Trinity College.
Admission.

Free

Wednesday, February 15 — "The
Politics of Present-Day Ethiopia" by
Berhanu Nega, instructor of economics at the City University of New
York at Brooklyn and a doctoral
candidate in economics at the New
School of Social Research. 4 p.m.
Hamlin Hal!. Free admission. Part of
Black History Month at Trinity College.

"Life in London, 180tir 1840: an Illustrated Survey." "'TrumbuH Room,
Watkinson Library, "A" floor, Trin-., MUSIC
;
ity College Library, Open 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday Sunday, February 12—Mary Preston
and from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on will perform the second concert in the
Saturdays when College is in session.. February Festival for Organ 1989
Free admission. Monday, February concert series in the Trinity College
13 - Friday, June 16. Closed Satur- Chapel at 3 p.m. Preston received
day, March 25; Saturday, April 1; and high praise for herperformance at the
• American Guild of Organists' ConSaturday,'April 8.
vention last. summer in Houston.
"Mysterious Travelers: Birds of the General admission; $5. Students and
Arctic". Watkinson Library, "A" senior citizens:$3. For information,
floor, Trinity College Library. Open call (203) 297-2014.
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 9:30 a.m. to Sunday, February 1 2 . — "A
4:30 p.m. on Saturdays when College Valentine's Garland," a concert of,
is in session. Free admission. Mon- love songs featuring classical and
day, February 13 - Friday, June 16. popular works by the Connecticut
Closed Saturday, March, 25; Satur- Choral Artists (CONCORA) with
day, april 1; and Saturday, April 8.
Richard Coffey, conductor. 4 p.m.
J.L. Goodwin Theatre, AUstin ARts
"Workfrom theClassesofBillBurk." Center. For tickets or informations,
Mather Hall Artspace. Daily 8 a.m. call CONCORA at (203) 224-7500.
to 10p.m. Tuesday, February 14 - General admission: $10. Students
Thursday, March 9. Opening recep- and senior citizens: $9.
tion: Wednesday,February 15 form 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Mather Hall Artspace. Free Admission.
GENERAL
The Trinity Women's Organization
holds meetings every Wednesday at
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. Earn big 4:30 pm in the Women's Center. All
commission and free trips by selling interested individuals are welcome to
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,, attend.
Mexico and ski trips to Vermont and'
Colorado. For more information call SPRING BREAK! Go to Nassau/ '
toll free 1-800-231-0113 or in Ct. Paradise Island from $299.00! Pack(203) 967-3330.
age includes: roundtrip airfare, transfers, 7 nights at a hotel, beach parties,
Internships for the spring .semester free lunch, cruise, fvee admission to
are still available'in some state Judi- nightclubs, taxes and more!!! Cancun
cial Department offices in the Hart- packages are also available! Organford area where several Trinity stu- ize a small group and earn a free trip.
dents are currently working. For inter- Call 1 -800-231 -01.13 or (203) 967views or for more information, call 3330.
Rosanne Purtill, Coordinator of Volunteers, at 566-8350, or write to of- Just when you thought you were
fice of Adult Probation, 643 Maple safe...thesis under control, course
Av., Hartford, 06114.
credits completed, graduation gift
picked out, WATCH OUT, here
major
The Adirondack Mountain Club comes yet another
(ADK) is now accepting applications , decision,.'..\vhat are you going to do
for summer employment. The dead- aftergraduation? CareerVision to the
- .
line is February 15th. ADK is a non- rescue!
profit organization of over 15,500. CareerVision Infdtinatibn Centers
members dedicated to the preserva- TM, debuting on college campuses '
tion and enjoyment of the largest throughout the country in January,
wilderness' in the East. Employees 1989, offer information binders adwork at out lodges and in the vertising/marketing, and education.
backcountry of theHigh Peaks, main- These binders contain a survey.of the
taining trails and dispensing informa- job market in each respective industions. We seek highly motivated try as well as job openings at specific
individuals with an interest in the out- companies; Industry binders will be
of-doors. Benefits include room and available in each school's Career
board, a modest salary, and a great Planning and Placement Office. :
setting in which to spend the summer. CareerVision MagazineTM'proy ides
Mostpositions begin June 11 and end fast-paced, provocative articlesoti the
on Labor Day. Trail crew starts and current job scene. Students will reends earlier. To apply, send a SA'SE ceive the magazine free of charge and
to Adirondaci Mountain Club^ Box will typically find it inserted in their
867, Appplications, Lake Placid, NY on-campus mailbox.
•
12946.
CareerVision also provides a 1-800
Fulfillment Service.; Students are
LECTURES
encouraged to use this telephone
hotline to request additional informaThursday, February 9—Jude Hersey tion and recruitment materials.
will present a talk on "How to Under- Students want the big picture on the
stand and Help Victims of Trauma," job market —- but they also need the
at 12:30 p.m., in the Women's,Cen-' details. "The fact is," says Marian
ter. This is the first Lunch Series of Slazinan, President of the Careerthe semester. All are welcome,
Vision, "employers and students are
still looking right past each other.
Monday, February 13 — Jane Rudd The current, process of matching the
will moderate a discussion on "Inti- right employer to the right students is
mateRelationshipsatTrinity,"at4:30 still primitive." CareerVision will
pm, in the Women's Center.. Light help you change all that. •
refreshments will be served. Ail are
welcome.
:
Once again it's time for the
annual MR. STUDENT BODY
Monday, February 13—"The Under- CONTEST. This contest is put on by
class and the Welfare State: The the Senior class to raise money for,
Poverty of Discourse about Poverty" . senior week. We are in the recruitby Adolph Reed, associate professor mentstage now and are hoping for! a
of political-science at Yale Univer- representative from** your organizasity. 8 p.m. Rittenberg Lounge, tion, We iwpuld like to see •eacii.
Mather Hall. Part of Black History , fraternity,ddrm.andclassrepi'e.sented;JOBS

in this year's competition which promisiestobeasmuchfunasyearspast.
The contest is scheduled for
Tuesday February 14 in the Washington Room 7-9. Contestants will participate in three events: campus wear,
beach wear, and evening wear. The
first prize is $100 and undeniable
prestige for the sponsoring organization. There will also be generous
prizes to the runners up. Please let us
know of your nomination as soon as
possible. (Michelle McEttrick, 7249953, box 1216, or Nancy Cudlipp,
724-9949, box 1021.)
Nancy Cote needs two women to work
on a semester long theater project to
be performed in May. l/4creditavailable— Call 246-4431 if interested.
STUDENT FORUM*
February 8 —• African Literature:
Canons? Revolutions?
KateReavey, Class of 1989.
February 15 — The Ecumenical
Movement and the American Catholic Church: The Dream Lives On,
John Phelan, Class of 1989.
*All presentations will he given on
Wednesdays in Wean Lounge, Mather
Campus Center, at 12:30 p.m. and
will run to about 1:15. Please bring
your lunch; light refreshments will be
saved.

Career Counseling
TODAY.... Carney, Sandoe, & Assoc. is holding an Info Session at 7 p.m. in
the Alumni Lounge. Ernst & Whinney's Info Session will also be held at 7
p.m. in Rittenberg Lounge,
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 8...First Investors is hosting an Info Session at 7 p.m.
in the Rittenberg Lounge. At 7:30 in the Alumni Lounge, the Career
Counseling Office is holding "Initiatives: The Successful Independent Job
Search", featuring several Trinity graduates. For any seniors considering
an off campus.job search this is the perfect place to begin.
THURSDAY, FEB. 9...Peat, Marwick, Main & Assoc. is hosting an Info
Session at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. Interested in a Masters in
Education (k-8)? The University School in Shaker Heights, Ohio is holding
an info session at 7 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge.
FRIDAY, FEB. 10...UNDERCLASSMEN...Resumes are due in the Career
Counseling Office by 4:30 for those interested in the Aetna College Intern
Program. This twelve week, paid internship would be great experience so
drop by the CCO for more information.
MONDAY. FEB. 13...The "Careers in Writing & Broadcast Journalism
Forum" is being held in the Faculty Club at 7 p.m. Any student interested
in either of these fields should plan on attending.
SEN1ORS...DO not forget that Monday, February 13 is the DEADLINE for
submitting resumes to the "Capital Consortium". Also, any seniors interested
in advertising, publishing, public relations, or arts administration should
find out more about "The New York-New England Communications and
Arts Connection." The deadline for submitting these resumes and cover
letters is March 1 so begin your research in the CCO now.

Send a Personal to Your Valentine
Send your personal and $2.00 to the Tripod at Box 1310
or bring it by the office in the Jackson basement
by Friday, February 10th

|totfyib gtotfanl
COLLEGE SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER
• Delivered to you every morning!

SAVEUPTO50%
TO SUBSCRIBE, SEE OUR SALES
REPRESENTATIVE IN THE CAFATERIA ON
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8,
FR0M11 A.M. TO 3RM.

NEWS • S P O R T S V E N T E R T A I N M E N T
BROADCAST and CABLE LISTINGS
Keep informed with regullar delivery of the Hartford Courant
•
Connecticut's best read newspaper!

l^
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Spotlight
Blackman Defines Good Musical Taste
-By Christine SmithSpotlight Editor
If you have ever happened to
stroll by the Underground in the basement of Mather on a Tuesday, Thursday or Friday night, you might have
heard strains of guitar music echoing
through the hallways. Chances are,
the music you heard is that of Tracy
Blackman, a frequent performer at
the Underground.
Tracy, who works in the Dean of
Students' and Development Office,
writes all her own music and lyrics
and though she prefers to perform her
own music she has been know to do
covers of other artists' music. Her
face and music are quickly becoming
well-known around the Trinity campus and she hopes her success here is
indicative of her future in the musical
world.
I caught Tracy one afternoon
during her lunch break in the Cave
and spoke with her about her favorite
activity- her music. (I wish to thank
the Development office for their patience as we kept her away from her
work for a few minutes.)

the record. I even had one guy who
came up to me, back in September or
October, 'I was with my partner and
we were doing the song."Shanty" by
Jonathan Edwards. He comes up to
me and says, "You're playing this
song all wrong." I said, "Excuse
me?-," and he said, "Well, I know
Jonathan Edwards personally and he
puts in a lot more verses than that
when he does the song."
What do you write about- What inspires you to write about something?
I get my motivation from the
world around me. I wrote a song
about five years ago called "Street
Man." I used to live downtown and I
would take my dog down to Bushnell
Park every morning and I'd always
see these bums, just hanging around,
and it really struck me because when
I was in Colorado I was so sheltered
from everything. There were home-

things take a lot of time and a lot of
preparation though. You have to have
contacts, and that's something I've
been working on the past couple of
years. I have distant family in the
business so I have a few connections
there. I also have a few friends who
have been musicians fora long time
and have people they know, either
people in' their family or people they
have worked with that are pretty big
names, so I have people I can pretty
much hand a tape to and it would be
listened to.
.
. That's the hardest part- people
spend a lot of time and money and
energy into doing a project and they
send this stuff out to record companies and it doesn't get listened to
because they get thousands of tapes
and week and they basically thrown
them in a pile. I would forever be
wondering, will I ever be discovered?
It is really hard that way, but it is a
goal that I can't give up because it is

mous than I am. It is interesting that
people can compare me to her because I do one of her songs, but I
definitely put myself into it even
though it is her song. I have had a lot
of people compare me to a lot of
different people. I've been compared,
to Joan Armitrading, I don't even
really listen to Joan Armitrading that
much. I do a little bit and I do like her,
but she is not someone I have ever
tried to emulate. The people that I
listen to and try to emulate would be
later Joni Mitchell stuff, not her more
folkier stuff, but more jazzier stuff, I
really, really love. Ricky Lee Jones
has got to be one of my all time
favorite artists. I'll listen to a lot of
Fishbone. It is really wierd because
you can hear the Ricky Lee Jones
influence in my music and in some
things you can hear the Joni Mitchell
influence, but you don't-really hear
the Fishbone. That pretty much comes
from a lyrical standpoint, just be-

Do you prefer performing solo or in
a group?

Do you ever get frustrated with
your situation?
Yes, there are times that I get
really frustrated at not having any
money and I kind o.f lose sight of what
I'm doing and why I'm, doing it but
then I sit down and I think "Wow, it's
okay..." But then I was saying to a
friend of mine when I turned 26 last
year, I said, "26 years old, 30 is four
years away and I'm not doing anything'I wanted to have accomplished
by the time is was 25;..this is really a
drag." She said, "Well, wait a minute,
you're writing your music and you're
playing it, what more could you ask
for?"

Did anyone encourage you to pick
up the guitar?
No, I come from a musical family so when I was nine years old I
asked my mother if I could learn how
to play piano and so she said sure, and
they let me take piano lessons. When
I got to high school I used to see these
guys just hanging out in the practice
rooms playing guitars and I said, "I
want to learn how to do that." So I
begged and pleaded and cried and
cried until I got a guitar for Christmas
antf.fhat was one of the best Christmases I ever had. I took lessons fora
while, I ..started playing with my
friends and then I started singing a
little bit. Then 1 had sung in choir in
junior high school and then in high
school they said I wasn' t good enough
to be in choir. Then I told my mother
I wanted to take voice lessons and
guitar lessons so I gave up piano for a
while.
It just kind of evolved from
that—when I got to college I started
to perform professionally to help pay
my way through college. I went to a
place called Colorado Mountain
College right outside of Aspen, a real
little school with.beautiful scenery. I
played with two other guys- we called
ourselves Trace, Rob & Dan. We
played at this little pizzaplace in town
a couple times a month, and it was
furi. We'd just get together and play
all the time and laugh.
But, by the end of the year both
Dan and Rob were leaving school and
I was just going to be there by myself
so I ended up singing with a rock
band. Then I left Colorado and came
back here. I have been doing this
pretty much since then. It's actually
only been in the last year that I have
started to perform by myself, I'd
always done it with other people,
whether it was acoustically or with a
band and now I'm solo.

bank will say, "Yes, I'll mortgage
you, I'll take a risk on you...." I don't
need that, I'd rather just play my
music.
That's another thing that's really hard- that people don't want to
pay you what you're worth- they don't
understand that this is part of yo.ur1
livelihood and you do this to eat and
payyourrent. I'm my own roadie and
my keyboard and its case weigh about
90 lbs- it's like lugging arojmd a dead
body, butthere are sacrifices tharyou
have to make whenever you want to
do something'.
•

Local guitarist Tracy Blackman delighted over her recent success at the Underground, a coffeehouse run by Trinity
students in the basement of Mather..
Photo by Lisa Denny
less pepple, but they were homeless
by choice. Anyway, I saw this and it
really struck me because I'd see these
people that were so oblivious to everything around them, they had their
little bottles in their hands, and talking to themselves and they don't even
see you there- they have no idea that
you're there. It just blew me away.
That kind of started me into writing
things of social significance and
sometimes I will see something on
the news that really bothers me, like
I've written songs about South Africa
and a,bout America- things like, this is
a great place to be but sometimesthere are big buts involved. It really
bothers me when I watch the news
and 1 see all this crap going on that
does not need to be going on. I'll
write on whatever I happen to see.
I tried working in a corporate.
job, I worked at a television station
for a while, but it wasn't me and I
have a really hard time going against
my own natural grain. I was turning
into someone I didn't like and it had
to stop. So, I left that job for a while
and didn't work at alljust played, but
the money started to run out so I
figured that I'd do something that
wasn't really hard and I started working here.
I don't really like to write love
songs very much because I find that to
be really persdnaland it is something
. that, as an artist I feel like I'm naked
When I sing a song that I wrote, like
I'm really baring my soul to people;
When I sing something of such a.
personal nature like that, I don't think
I want you to get that close-1 don't
want you to see that much into me.:
Sometimes I will do them, like I write
them for my fiance and Iwrite them
for.him alone,
'
.

• It depends. Triad a partner that I
played with off and on for the last two
years and we're still together, pretty
much. I like playing with her 'cause.,
we do some different things, but I
really like playing by myself also
because I do a lot of my own stuff-,
then. It gives me a lot more leeway to
experiment and do different things
and Trinity is a great place for me to
try out. my new songs. People are
pretty receptive and I can usually tell
response-wise how successful I am.
'.-. In a bar people don't want to ,
hear original 'stuff, I've even had
people say "No, we don't want to hear What do you have planned for your
that," and I think to myself "God, f u t u r e ? " . - ' • • v ; - ' '-:•• •;' ; . • • " ' .
7
that's so cruel..." If I'm going to do a
cover song, or anybody else's mate•My main goal istomakeaeareer
rial, I'm going to do it in my own way.:: out of music and I am going to try to
I don't want to do it like they do iron- get-a record-deal.. Howeven these

something that I really want badly.
It's something that I've known I've
wanted for a long time and I never
admitted until a couple of years ago.
So, I've spending this time
making a very concerted effort to
make sure that I'm playing the best I
can.

cause I really like what they have to
say. They are very straighforwardthey aren't afraid of offending any-;
one.

:
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It took someone else taking me
out of my shoes and looking back at
myself to see that what I'm doing is
okay. At least I'm doing what I want
to do and I'm not stuck in a job that I
will be doing forever.
, Right now what I just try to do is
remember what I want out oflife and
the only wayT'm going to get it is to
just keep on doing what I'm doing
and pushing myself really hard.
Someone may turn around and say,
"Hey, it's not worth it- you have no
talent," b.ut at least I will have tried
because I don' t think I could live with
. myself not knowing, I wonder if...
You can't live your life on those.
People really,need to stop putting labels on people and start listening to the music, whatever it's worth.
Yeah, there's a lot of bad music out
there, but there's also a lot of goad
music and a lot of musicians,who
deserve to be .listened to. You don't
listen to someone because of the way
they dress or because they're pretty or'
nt>t.,.You should listen to it for the
substance-that's really important, v .
If you want.to be conservative,
then be conservative, but don't: be
conservative about music. I think
you should really take a chance with
not only music, but with any kind of.
art. You never know what you're
missing just because you think something is- under a certain label.

Unfortunately,:lately music has
been very restrained, constrictive, like
people don't want to step out. It is the
same thing over and over again. Part
of it is MTV's fault. When it started
How do you judge each perform- out, it was great but I think now.,.I'd
rather watch VH-,1.because they tend
ance?
to put out some really hip music.
Through myself. People think MTV* has gotten to be very, very, very
this is really quaint, but I really get commercials I think, "Come on, you
high off of what I do. It is amazing- can only take so many devil-worshipI don't do drugs, I don't need them. I ping bands..." Thereisalitrle moreto
. play my music and when I'm playing life than that., Sometimes it's hard What do you consider to be a sucin front of people and I just close my , because you see what's making it out cess? •'.•;• ,.,;,. •, :, ..'.
eyes and I'm singing something, I get there, but I think about it and ten years
"I think I'm a. success now with,
really into it. I get this euphoric feel- : ago, the same thing was happening....
ing all over. It's great.
If a person is smart and.they, my music in that I have developed
I'll look up, open my eyes, and want to be successful in music, and somewhat of an audience here a'nd
people will be smiling- that's the best they don't care about selling them- I'm developing more and more each
reward- it really is, because I know selves out they can go ahead and form day as a musician and a composer, I
that people are really into what I'm a heavy metal band and they'll proba- feel successful in that respect, and'
doing. When people clap and people bly make a lot of money. If the that'sonapersohaUevel. Oriabusicome up to me and give me good musicianship is there and,if they've ness Ievej I think I will feel successful:
feedback, it makes it worthwhile, it got the look, they can do it, but it is.a when I'm able to make all my money',
from music and when I can afford to
really does. Each time that I've played real shame.
buy my little hideaway in the Rockies
here people come up to me that I've
seen around campus and say, "Hey, I What do you think of the music and I've got my recording studio so I
caught your show the other night, it . situation here in the.Hartford area? can just get up in the morning, flick
. everythingoti.andjustgotoit.Iflhad
was great, I really liked it, when are
my way I would neyer work, I would
you going to be playing again?" And
This is a very stifled area as far just/get up in the morning and I would
when people asked me.for tapes, I as music is concerned. There is a lot
was like, "Well, I'll let you know happening in Boston, there is alot in write and I would play atnjght, whenwhen I get it ready..." Even though New Haven, for that matter, and there ever I got in the mood. That would be
I'm at a small place like Trinity, I ' is tons in New York. Over the years the ultimate for me, that's what I
have developed an audience here, I I've been going to bars here to see really want to do and I am going to do .
notice that it is a Jot of the same music since I was sixteen and sneak- itsomeday. Itjusttakes.time. There's
alot of growth involved.
people each time;
.
«
ing in. More and more bars have just
steadily been closing. You could go
downtown ten years ago and catch
A few people have seen similarities about nine different bands. You could
Send Your Valentine a Personal
betweenyou and Tracy Chapman, just cruise around, arid. nowi<; Lfirid
in the Tripod.
that
it
makes
it
really
.hard
to
attain
not only in name, but in style as
;
your
musical
mold
here.
..
...:...'
"-.-.
:
well. What do you think of that? •
I-think a, lot of people have a
Put your message, along with
:
That's-interesting because Ihave really hard time with that, I knowl
$2.00, in Box; 1310 by Friday,
to laugh at the similarity, because for have- it's been a struggle, I'd like to
• one, I'm older. .I'-ye also been doing own.my own house but I'm not will-,
February 10.
this for a ..little longer than she has, ing to"c 1 i mb the e prporatel adder" so.:
even though she is a,little more fa— I can start making: the money so a
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Foreign Study
Office of Educational Services
(Foreign Study)
'
Trinity College, Hartford Ct.
06106
STUDENTS: : STUDYING
ABROAD—SPRING 1989
Bailey, Caroline '90 .
:..s89-/Beaver C C E A / U E A /
!

Sch. of English &'Aftterican
. Sfti. University of EasfAiiglia
University Plain ' ' '• -"•'" '•
Norwich,
NR4
7TJ,
ENGLAND

Codo, Sarah '90
s89/Royal
Holloway/U.
London
Founders .West 218
Royal Holloway & Bedford
New College
Egham Hill, Egham Surrey
TW20 DEX, ENGLAND
.Comstock, Kristin '90
s89/Beaver CCEA/Internship
16-18 Wrights Lane ' "•' "
London W8, ENGLAND

Feinberg, Gail'90
s89/Columbia in Paris
Foster, Elizabeth '90
s89/Beaver CCEA/Galway
Freeman, Margaret '90
s89 Syracuse in Florence
Syracuse University
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence ITALYFuente, Alan '90 :
,
s89 Ithaca in London • •
Ithaca College Center
35 Harrington Gardens
SW7 4J4, ENGLAND . •••• .

Cregan^ Catherine, '90 •, .;
888,9/S.wedisli Prpgram .• ' t,
ThpiSwetii^shProgram :i, . •
Bailey, Laura''90
' '
Stockholrh,§,,, •^niyersitet
Institutet Iiiistjfcudfi, ;i fpr . Giammusso, Cheryl '90
s89./Butle»rlSA/U Sydney
European Studies
s89 ACTR/Moscow . • S-106 91 Stock^Im/SWEDEN SSSR 117279 Moskva ul.
Bennett, Anne '90 ^
Profsojuznaja,
s89/PRE9HCO/Cordoba '
D a n a o , R i t a ' ' 9 0 "'^\'''''.''' '.'"'
dom
83, •. k.3
Cheryl
PRESHCO-Uwv de Cordoba
9 y I / y ' '
Giammusso (Asprial) USSR
PL? Del Gervenal Salazar,
IES •'••-'••.' Palais""Corbelli,
Jphannesgasse 7
'A-1610; Viennaj i^
Cordoba, SPAIN."?> . ; . ' : "

.:'jlj\ru,!a<:''.!

- - ; u

:

: ' •:••' \^'"\

••'••V

;fiergfe\an, Kristan'90.':'

' •'

s89fSyraciise;iri Florence"' :
Syracuse University
Piazza Savonarola115,
1-50132, Florence, ITALY
r

i

f i

l

,

Bingham, Olivia '90 ' '
i

fi

i

i ,

i

s89/IES/Vienna
Institute of'European Studies
^JiO'hannesgasse1 <7r'' Palais,
Corbelli

• <

••

• •

•' A-1010, Vieima, AUSTRIABlack, EriK '90
• '
s89' . SEA • Semester/
WoodsHole
' '
•IES, Erbprinzenstrasse 12 '
78 Freiburg im Briesgau
WEST GERMANY
Boroughs, Mary '90
s89/Univ, of Melbourne
Bbylan, Carolyn '90
s89/James Madison Univ. /
London
c/o Arron House
77 Gower Street
London VVC1 6HJ ENGLAND
* Boylan, Timothy '90
8889/Beaver CCEA/Cork
6 Lancaster Quay, Western
Road
Cork, IRELAND

Davis, Dani,ta,'90;,i;
^/St'jLiijif
/ o ^ j n a ; ? 4 ^ P -ErscDena
' Madr)a;:2'80ld SPAIN r. r!;'' \ .

Dormer, Jana.®s«'8O—>ii«.*.—«-.
s89/Butler 1SA/U. Sydney
Doshi, Snehal '90
8889/Boston U . / L o n d o n /
Intern
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, ENGLAND
Ducey, Joanne '90
s89/lES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Stud.
Pala is Corbelli, Johannesgasse
A-1010, Vienna, AUSTRIA
Dunn, Wendy '90
8889/Beaver
CCEA/
Edinburgh
Cowan House, Pollock Halls
of Residence
18 Holyrood Park Road
Edinburgh, EH16 5BD,
SCOTLAND

Burns, Cynthia '90
s89/IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Stud. , Edus'ei, Vida '90
Palais Corbelli, Johannesgasse s89/IES/Paris
7
•, .
.
'
Institute d'Etudes Europeencs
A-1010, Vienna, AUSTRIA
rue Daguerre 75014
:Carter, Laura '90
Paris, FRANCE ' ;s89/IES/Vi.enna
:" .
:.
:IES -'• C a l a i s ' ;C6tbelli, Elliott, Jean '90
Johanncsgasse 7
s89/IAU/Avignon . '
A-1010, Vienna, AUSTRIA
Centre a'Etudes Francaise 5
rue Figuiere 84000
Cheigh, Karen '90
Avignon, FRANCE
s89/.Yonsei University/Seoul
International Division
English, James '90
Yonsei University '
S89/BESGL
Seoul, KOREA
British & European Studies
11 York Terrace
Chicoine, Denise '90
East London, NW1 4PT,
s89 / Beaver CCEA / York
ENGLAND
Junior Year Abroad Student
University of York
Ewert, Alexandra '90
Heslington, York
s89/ButlerISA/U.New South
YD1 5DD, ENGLAND
Wales
Cimilluca, Courtney '90
s89/Syracuse in Florence
Syracuse University
Pin/.?.a Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence, ITALY

Faulkner, Lydia '90
• s89/ButlcrISA/U.-NewSouth
Wales

Han, Angelina '90
s89 Yonsei University/Seoul
International Division,
Yonsei University
Seoull20, KOREA
Harris, Brock'89
s89 Beaver CCEA/Intership
55 Scarsdale Villas
Isensingtpn
London Wb6PU, ENGLAND
Holt, Julie'90
s89 Syracuse in madrid
Syracuse University
Inst. Internacianal en'Espana

Miguel Angel, 8 Despacho 110
28010 Madrid, SPAIN
Hopkins, Katherine '90
s89 Syracuse in Florence
Syracuse University in Italy
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence, ITALY
Horn, Elizabeth '90
s89 IES/Lqndon/Humanities
Institute of European Studies
49 Doughty Street
London WC1, ENGLAND
Houlihan, Richard '90 •
s89 Butler ISA/Macquarie U.
Jensen, Timothy '90
s89 Butler ISA/INSTEP/
Cordge"
'
9 Warkworth Street
Cambridge, ENGLAND

Northeastern^ Group Operations

Dempsey, Marie'90 •••
89/UEA/E^$"V
"/'":;
Uniyersity of East Anglia: .,
Sch.'EiVgLiScAmer. Studies.
Norwich NR47TJ, E N G S L A N D
Denious, Peter '90
S89/U. of Virginia/Valencia
Da Amada Garrigos
G.V. Manques del Turia
•56 15a Valencia, SPAIN

Goldman, William '90
s89 Butler ISA/Westfield
Visiting Student, Westfield
College
Kiddepore Avenue, London
NW3 75T,
ENGLAND

The Prudential VM
MAKE PRUDENT1AL9S
FUTURE PART OF YOURS!
HORTHEASTERN GROUP OPERATIONS
invites you to learn more about career opportunities in group insurance and financial services.

INFORMATION SESSION
AT
- TRINITY
DATE

Tuesday, February 14

TIME'

7:00 p.m.

PLACE Rittenberg Lounge
Mather Campus Center

ON-CAMPUS UECnUlJlMG DATE
-MARCH 29 1989
Prudential-Northeastern Grp. Op. Parsippany, N.J.
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Foreign Study
Jones, Kimberly '91
s89 Syracuse in Madrid
Syracuse University
Institute Internacional de
Espana
Miguel Angel, 8 Edpacho 110
28010 Madrid, SPAIN
Judo, Sallie '90
s89
PRESHCO/Cordoba
PRESHCOUniversity de Cordoba Piz, Edl
Cardenal
Salazar, Cordoba, SPAIN
Kearney, Laura '90
s89 Syracuse in Strasbourg
Uniyersite de Syracuse
7 rue Schiller'
67000 Strasbourg, FRANCE
Kelly, Christopher '90
s89 EIL/Tibetan Studies
NEPAL
Kernler, Steven '90
8889 Beaver CCEA/Aueen
Mary
•
85 Inverness Terrace
London W2, ENGLAND
Konigsberg, Laura '90
8889BESGL
British & European Studies
6p 11 York Terrace East
London
NW1
4PT,
ENGLAND
Loza, Maria '90
8889 Colby in Cork
36 Greenmount Buildings
Greenmount Cork, IRELAND
Ludwig," Michael '90
. s89 Butler ISA/U,New So
Wales

Luke, Ann '90
s89 BESGL
British & European Studies
6p. 11 York Terrace East
London NW14PT ENGLAND
Mallement, Francine '90
s89 Drew in London
30 Cleveland Square
c / o Drew University Program
London W2, ENGLAND
Manger, Stewart '90
s89 Beaver CCEA/Internship
Flat #2 33 Gloucester St.
LondonSWl 2DB, ENGLAND
Matthews, Cara '90
8889 Hamilton in Paris
c/o Mme Busson-Mabille 33,
rue Mathurin Regnier
75015 Paris, FRANCE
McCabe, Douglas'90
8889 Hamilton in Paris
McNamara, Terrence '90
s89 Butler ISA/Macquarie U.
Dunmore Lang College 130
Herring Road
North Ryde, New Sourth
Wales
2113, AUSTRALIA
Miller, Blair'90
s89 Swedish Program
c/o Professor Lingaii 23/116
104 05 Stockholm SWEDEN
Murdoch, Stephen '90
8889 Univ. of Wisconsin /India
Satya Pradao Compound
Chinna
Waltair
Vshakhaoatnam
530023 Andrna Pradesh,
INDIA

Nickerson, Edirdre '90
s89 CET/China
Dorm #3
Beijing Normal
Fu Wai, Bai Dui 21
Beijing 100037, CHINA
O'Hara, Michael '90
s89 Butler ISA/INSTEP/
Cordge
INSTEP/Warkworth House
Warkworth Terrace
Cambridge
CB1 1EE
ENGLAND
Power, Julia '90
s89 IES/Vienna
IES-Palais
Corbelli
Johannesgasse 7
A-1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Presber, Nicole'90
s89 IAU/Avignon
Institute for American
University
.
Centre d'Etrudes Francaises
Chap.St. Antoine, 5 rue Figuere
84000
Avignon, FRANCE
Rafle, Sarah'90 •
8889/Univ. of Wisconsin/
India
55 Katrapalayan Madurai
625001
Tamilnadu, INDIA
Raymond, Brooke '90
8889 / Davidson in Mortpellier
Batiment D'Chamore 218
61 Bd des ARCEAUX 34075
Montpellier, FRANCE

D&D Package Store
We still deliver
417 New Britain Ave

249-6833

$25."
1/2 Keg

"HOME OF

VISA

3©.

(M

4

• Free Delivery
• Student Checks Cashed
Any Time with Student
ID & Driver's License

THE KEG

Busch
$33."

KING"

8889 Univ. of Edinburgh
Cunningham House .
38 Craigmillar Park
Edinburgh EH16
5PS, SCOTLAND

Reich, Donald '90
s89 Advanced Studies/
England
Advanced Studies in England
2 Broad Street
Bath
BAl 5LJ Avon
ENGLAND
».. .. "

Strent, Robert'90
8889 LSE Junior Year Abroad
Flat #1 40 Shirlock Road
Belsize Park
London
NW3
2HS,
ENGLAND ,

Riordan, Robert '90
s89 IES/London/Humanities
Institute for European Studies
49 Doughty Street
London WCl ENGLAND
Rowland, Thomas'90
s89 Univ. of Melbourne
c/o Selleck
67 Brunswick Rd. Brunswick
3056
Melbourne,
Victoria,
AUSTRALIA
Safran, Steven '90
s89 Beaver CCEA/Internship
Beaver CCEA11 Palace Court
London W2, ENGLAND
Schader, Marc '90
s89 NYU in Paris
s/o New York Univeristy
56 Rile de Passy
75106 Paris, FRANCE
Schall, Alesander '90
s89 Butler ISA/Macquarie U.
Schinderman, Andrew '90
s89 Ithaca in London
Ithaca ollege London Center
35 Harrington Gardens
London Sw7 4JU ENGLAND
Schwa rtzman, Elya '90
s89 Hebrew University
Schwerct, Rebecca '90
s89 UEA/EAS
Visiting Student EAS
University of East Angliz
Norrwich NR4 7TJ
Norfolk ENGLAND
Shaw, Dorian '90
s89 Beaver CCEA/Oxford
Junior Year and Student
SOAS-U. of London
Malet St.
London
WC1E 7HP,
ENGLAND
Sheenan, Eileen '90
s89 Syracuse in Strsbourge
University de Syracuse
7 Rue Schiller
67000 Strasbourg, FRANCE

Schaefer

Milwaukee's
Best
$23." 1/2 Keg
• Free Wine Tasting Every
Day

Bob Ferris
Proprietor

Reed, Sarah '90
s89 IES/London/Humanities
Institute for European Studies
49 Doughty Street
London WCl ENGLAND

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Prices Good Until
2/13/89

Smirnoff
Vodka
1.751tr
$13.99+tax

Silva, Elizabeth '90
s89 Columbia in Paris
Columbia Reid Hall Programs
4 rue de Chevreuse
Paris 75006, FRANCE
Singh, Rajesh '90
8889 SOAS/Univ. of London
Junior Year Abroad Student
Sch. of Oriental & African Stu.
Univ. of London
Malet Street London WC1E
7HP
ENGLAND
Steinburg, Andrew '90
s89 Beaver CCEA/Queen

Mary
marice Hall, Queen. Mary Coll
98-110 High Road
South W.oodford
London E1B 2QJ, ENGLAND
Steinhauser, Elizabeth '90
s89 Beaver CCEA/Internship
Beaver CCEA 11 Palace Court
London W2, ENGLAND
Stewart, Heather '90

Swanson, Peter '90
s89 IES/London/Humanities
Institute of European Studies
49 Doughty Street
London WCl, ENGLAND
Thall, Carolyn'90 ;
s89 Syracuse in Florence
Syracuse Uiversity
Piazza Savonaroa 15
1-50132 Florence, ITALY
Tiger, Nina'90
s89 IES/London/Humanities,
Institute of European Studies
49 Doughty Street •
London WCl ENGLAND
Vadnais, Lauren '90
8889 IES/Vienna
IES - Palais Corbelli
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA.
Waiczewski, Andrea'90
8889 Sarah Lawrence/Oxford
63 Essex Street
Oxford OX4 3AW ENGLAND
Walsh, Corinne '90
s89Butler
ISA/INSTEP/
Cbrdge
INSTEP. Cambridge
9
Warkworth St.
Cambridge
CB1 1EE
ENGLAND
Williams, Ralph '90
s89 Ithaca in London.
Ithaca College Center
35 Harrington Gardens
London WCl 4J4, ENGLAND
Willoughby, Martha '90
s89 Butler ISA/U. Sydney
Zeitzer, Karen'90
8889 Beaver CCEA/Univ.
College •••..

Ramsay Hall University
College
20 Maple Street
• :
London WIP5GB, ENGLAND
Zweil, Alison '90
s89 Butler ISA/Sussex
Institute for Study Abroad
21 Pembridge Gardens
London W2, ENGLAND

Rome
Campus
c/o Suore Carnal doles i
Clivo Dei Publicii 2
00153 Rome, Italy
011 396 575 0456
Michael Davis '90
Gail Lanza '90
Catherine Leveroni '90
Peter Lyons '90
Christine Misa '90
Priscilla Paul in '90
Elizabeth Ripley '90
Kathcrine Wilson '90
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Arts
Last Temptation
Reviewed
Rather than taking in the usual
first-run film off campus this week.
I felt that the showing of Martin
Scorsese's controversial film The
Last Temptation of Christ (based on
the novel by Nikos Kazant/.akis) at
Cinestudio presented me with an
opportunity which couldn't be
passed up. Because of this films
amazing depth, intellectual approach
and artistic excellence, it is particularly difficult to do justice to this
work in a review, particularly because of the controversy surrounding it.
To take a somewhat simplistic
approach, Temptation represents a
level of artistic excellence rarely
seen. The cinematography is outstanding. It is panoramic enough to
provide a beautifully accurate picture of the Judean countryside, but
carefully done so as to accentuate
the complex internal conflicts,
William Dafoe delivers his most
potent characterization to date as
Jesus of Nazareth and he is joined
by u remarkable cast including Harry
Dean Stanton, Barbara Hershey. and
David Bowie.

tween Jesus' human body and mind
and his divine soul and purpose. This
is major cause of the controversy - in
order to give such a clear picture of
this intense conflict, Kazant/.akisand
Scorsese had to embellish the fact's
generally accepted hy Christians
about the life of Jesus in such a way
to more easily explicate their thematic goals for the story. These
themes, to my knowledge, are cer- '
tainly consistent with Christian beliefs, but the embellishments stand
on pretty shaky ground.
I must admit that the prospect of
sitting through a nearly three-houvlong movie about the life of Jesus
didn't actually thrill me at the time.
However, the film really surprised,
me. Because the conflicts within Jesus and outside of him in Judea were
done so well, the movie was very
gripping and even witty at times. The
only comic line that really stands out
in my mind was Jesus' explaining to
Jonas why their plan keeps changing
by saying that God only tells him
what to do on a 'need to know basis'.
This kind of easy-going candor between Jesus and his disciples only
serves to accentuate theirhaving been
human characters with all the qualities thereof (perhaps also part of the
controversy).

The truly remarkable thing about
this film, however, is the adept illustration of Jesus'internal conflict.
The audience is treated to a vibrant
portrayal of the intense conflict be-

All in all, I would recommend that,
everyone should see this film, Its artistic excellence, intellectual depth,
and remarkable insight make it a film
of a quality rarely seen, a true classic.

-By Russell KauffArts Staff Writer

The Joseph Holmes Dance Theatre performed last Sunday evening in Goodwin Theatre, Randy Duncan's "Pursuit"
represented one of the many high points of the dance company's production.

"A Wide Cross-Section of Trinity's Dance-Community"
To Perform Original Works on February 10 and 11
-By Colleen CurranSpi't tat io the Ti ipoil
"Kcleetic, exciting, stimulating
and fun" are just a few ol the ad|cc"
tives that visiting dance insti uctor
Kathiyn Posin used when .she desciibed the upcoming raculty/student/piofessional dance perloimances. The peifotmances will be
held on Fuclay and Satiuday evenings Fcbiuaiy 10 and 11 at 8:00
p.m. in the Austin AitsCentei Both
tuntt dec to those holding a peifoi m.ance pass.
Fn addition to Mis, Posin, visiting insti'uctoi in Theatieand Dance.
Douglas Bouhvai as well as Ti mity
.College snphomoies Kelly James
and Leah Gailand will also be peiI'oiming Tim Vlailin, an alumnus
.liorn Timity and pioressiQii.il
'dancer, and Lance Westcigaid aie
"another guest aitists who"will be
.leatuiod..
,Thc ltpettoire pt eight woiks
will range horn ja// and ballet to
modem dance. The music heaid
will covei a wide spectrum - horn
classical, to JA// fusion thtough
avant-gaide sounds.
blements ol movement that
•include Immoi. playfulness and
spoken poeii) aie just some of the
pieces (hat will be employed A
biOiid vaiietyol ad\entuiesomeand
uivMeiioiis costumes aie also being
planned
" 'Ihis pioinises io be a wide
Vioss-seciion or. Tiinity's dance
umwiuniiv." commented Kailuyn
Posin. "Danceis will be exptoimg
new mjtoii.il and takingiisks Timit) is <m exciting and lesponsive
audience to puiloim foi "
Sludenidancei NIIIKSKelly "<•) 1
added." lhe pcitoiinduces will be
•Jots of fun! Don't miss us!"

rehearse for the upcoming Dance Concert on February 10th and 11th. The production will feature the original works

Submit Valentine1 s Day Personals to Box 1310
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Arts
An

Art View: . ^ 7

With

Leigh Weinberger

-By Anne TaskoSpccial to the Tripod

Mather Campus Center has often been the showcase for a wide
display of impressive artistic talent..
Lisa (Leigh) Weinberger's exhibition,
titled "In Light", is no exception. A
vast array of works including eight
paintings, two drawings, and three
prints, a monotype, linocut, and lithograph, adorn the walls of the second
floor. Passing through, one cannot
help but be drawn into the very soul of
each piece. This is a goal toward
which Leigh has ardently aspired.
"I'm interested in bringing the
viewer into my work. I want them to
explore it, crawl through it, explore
the color and light." This emphasis
on light and shadow was heavily
stressed by.Leigh in our conversation. "I want to focus on the abstract
elements which are created from the
light into acoherentcomposition. I'm
interested in the way light falls on a
subject, rather than the subject itself."
To accomplish this, Leigh carefully
manipulated her lighting. "I'm inter-

ested in a strong sense of light, out- her painting, "I am a Parking Medoor light, indoor light, and subjects ter", refers to a remark .one of her
under one light source."
teachers made about the work.
Although she always works from
I also asked Leigh about her
aparticularsubjectmatter.Leighdoes past history and future plans. Alnot want the composition to grab the though prior to college, she devoted
eye. For instance, in "409", she has much time to the study of art, Leigh
drawn ordinary, everyday kitchen chose a liberal arts education at Trinobjects. Although the likeness isquite ity. She stressed the importance of a
impressive, it's the allure of mystery multi-faceted program of study and
that compels the viewer. One's eye felt that a wider array of knowledge
naturally moves beyond the.spray could only improve her art. Exposbottle into the shadow behind it. What ing herself to as much as possible,
lies beyond the spray bottle becomes Leigh in turn realized that, "the more
the pressing question.
I learn, the more I realize how much
Leigh's works also evoke much I don't know."
passion within the observer. One
When asked about her future in
walks away from an "In Light" paint- art, Leigh spoke of "Up or Down",
ing with a stir of emotions. This the last painting she had completed
outcome reflects her deep intensity. for the show. "In this painting I feel
"I'ma very obsessive person and also I have resolved the struggles I had in
very passionately involved in my the other paintings. The intensity
art...It may be my major, but it's also holds the viewer's attention...It
my life."
shows what I'm about to be." Leigh
Her choice of titles also mirrors feels that what she is "about to be"
this underlying intensity. -Leigh can only improve with time. "When
emphasized that her titles were not I was in high school I thought I was
random selections. Rather, they refer a superstar, but when I look back at
directly to a relevant comment or my work now, I just laugh."
. emotion or situation. For example,

Arts News
Poetry Contests
American Poetry Association
$11,000 in prizes!!!
Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six poems, each no more
than 20 lines, name and address on each page.
Send to:
American Poetry Association
Dept. CT-22
250 A Potrero Street
P.O.Box 1803 •
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803
Deadline is June 30, 1989.
"
Entry is FREE.

The Second Annual Coastal Classic" Poetry Contest
. $1,000 in prizes!!!
Each poet may enter one (and only one) poem, 20 lines or less, on any
subject, written in any style. Poem and poet's name and address miist
be typed or printed on one side of a sheet of typing paper.
Send to:
'
•
Coastal Classic Poetry Contest
Great Lakes Poetry Press
P.O. Box 56703
Harwood Heights, IL 60656
Deadline is February 15, 1989.
.
:
Entry is FREE.

,

National.Collei Poetry Contest
Cash 1 i7p<;tir
All entries must be typed, doubled-spaced, on
one side of the page only. Each poem must be
on a separate sheet and must bear J n the upper
left-hand corner, the name and address of (he
student.as well as the college attended. Put •
name and address on envelope also. Length of
poems up to fourteen lines and titled.
Send to:
International Publications
P.O. Box 44044-L
Los Anaeles, CA 90044
Deadline fs March 31; 1989.
Entry is $3 for first entry and $ I for each
additional entry.

Hartford Stage
CONCORA to perform A Valentine's Garland on February 12th in Goodwin Theater. The concert will feature the
works of Brahms, Schubert, Bizet and Ravel.

CalendArt
DANCE
Friday and Saturday,
February 10 and 11, 8:00 p.m.
The Annual Student/Faculty
Dance Concert
Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center
EXHIBITIONS
February 5 - February 11
Studio Arts Senior Snows
Mary Delmonico &
Cynthia Lewis
Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center
Through February 11
Mather Hall Art Space
Art by Lisa Weinberger '89
Maihcr Hall
February 12 - February 18
Studio Arts Senior Shows
Thomas Houston
Garmany Hall,
Austin Ails Center
Through February 17
"Illustrated Memories"
A selection of photograghs by
Anne Turyn
Real Art Ways

Through March 3
"Donatello at Close Range
Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center
February 26 - March 4
Studio Arts Senior Shows
Amanda Davis
Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center
Through March 12
"Gods, Saints, and Demons
Art of India, Nepal, Tibet
The William Benton Museum
of Art, UCONN

The U.S. Premiere of Alexander Chervinsky's •

The Paper Gramophone
Directed by Yuri Yeremin, Artistic Director of the Pushkin Drama
Theatre in Moscow

Friday and Saturday,
February 10 and 11,
8:00p.rn.
Pop Series: "Fats Waller anc
Friends"
Hartford Symphony
Orchestra at The Bushnell
Sunday, February 12,4:00p.m
CONCORA in Concert A Valentine's Garland
Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center
POETRY

• Friday, February 10, 8:00p.m
MUSIC
Reading by Michelle Cliff,
a Jamaican poet and novelist
Tuesday and Wednesday,
February 7 and 8, 8:00 p.m. Rittenberg Lounge,
Classical Series: .Bartok, Mather Hall
Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff
Hartford Symphony
THEATRE
Orchestra at The Bushncll
February 17-March 18
Wednesday, February 8,
The Paper Gramophone
4:00 p.m.
. .
Lecture — "Opera Anas in Hartford Stage
Vienna in the 1780's, . .
or Mozart Was Less Original Arts Writers Needed!!!
John Pktoff! Trinjty Assistant
Professor of Music
Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall

•Presents

Apply to Box 1435

February 17-March 18
For Ticket Information Call
527-5151

Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts Program
Fall 1989 Semester in New York City
Earn a full semester's graduate or undergraduate credit from Trinity
College studying and working in New York City. An intensive three and a
half month (September to December) experience in theatre, dance and performance. Integrating individual field study, group seminars, and workshops based at the world renowned La Mama Experimental Theatre Club.
The program includes:
Internships individualy tailored to each student's interests and experience.
Seminar on Contemporary Theatre and Dance examining representatartists and groups in relation to their performance tradition, historical context
and connection with other arts. Integral to the seminar are many trips (e.g.
three a we.ek) to "performances, rehearsals, exhibits, and visits from all over
the world.'
Workshops fiictive participatory) in which students can work on expanding
their expressive vocabulary and develop physical, vocal and psychophysical skills.
Specialized Classes with leading teachers in acting, movement, dance,
theatre and performance.
Program Director: Leonardo Shapiro, Artistic Director of the
Shaliko Company.
For further information contact:
Leonardo Shapiro, Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts Program
La Mama E.T.C.
74A East 4th Street, New York City, NY 10003 (212) 475-6313
Application Deadline: March 15
There will be a meeting for all students interested in finding out more
aboul the Trinity/ La Mama program on Tuesday, Feb. 14 ai 4:00 p.m.
in the AAC Green Room.
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Arts
Trinity Rhythms
- By Scott BurgerWRTC 'Pvomotions Director - Ihopeeveryoneenjoyedthejazz
guide that was printed irf last week's
Rhythms column. Unfortunately the
jazz guide took up most of the column
and I didn't have enought room for
any random notes. So, to make up for
last week, this weeks column will be
only ra'ndom notes on WRTC and the
local music scene... Hip Hop Nation,
a Sunday night rap show on WRTC
from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m., is gaining a
huge following. Most of their popularity stems from the customized
mixes of DJ' s Matrix and King Imperial, while some of the popularity un-

doubtedly comes from Hip Hop's
ticket give-aways for the upcoming
Jazzy Jeff & the Fresh Prince/Toneloc
show at the West Hartford Arena.
The Kings of Rap will be the opening
act for this "Fresh Fest" on. Feb.
25...WRTC will be givingaway Bruce
Cockburn albums on Monday morning rock to promote the upcoming
Bruce Cockburn show at the New
Haven Palace... I am amused thatjthe
same students who complain about
WRTC's alternative, non-commercial
music are the same people who also
crank Living Colour ("Cult of Personality", "Middle Man") on their
stereos every afternoon. Perhaps if
they knew that Living Colour's album "Vivid" was #1 on WRTC's

WRTC & The Music Scene

rock charts a year ago they would
realize that WRTC is wavelengths
ahead of all the commercial stations
in this area. Living Colour is on a real
roll right now. Last fall they had a
great concert with the Godfathers
("Birth, School, Work, Death") at
UCONN, and last month they had a
sold out show at Toad's in New Haven
(where they filmed their newest
video). I just hope the public doesn't
forget Living Colour's socially concious goal - to prove once and for all
thatablackman.canplay rock'n' roll
just as well as a white man. Commercial radio has discriminated against
minorities for too long
Congratulations to the Trinity Jazz Band for
their great performances at the Ban-

tam Ball and Casino Night. . . . For
those of you who stayed on campus
this past Friday Night, you missed a
great show by Trinity's own
Ghostshirts at Dagny's in downtown
Hartford. The "shirts" will be playing
this Thursday at the Night-shift Cafe in
Naugatuck (about a half hour drive
from Trinity). They will be opening
up for The Trecks, a band from Fairfield. The Nightshirt has an 18-yearsand -over entrance pol icy, though 21 year-olds can drink. . . . The Local
Rock Show is on WRTC every Saturday from 5 to 7pm. This Saturday's
Local Rock Show will feature a" live
interview with UCONN's best original rock band. All the Voices.1...

WRTC Trivia Question:The
answer to WRTC's trivia question
from last week: Jarvis.

The Question for this week: Who
was Station Manager of WRTC at the
begining of last year? Winners recieve a free Lp, Cassette or CD.

Violent Femmes 3:
Their Fourth Album
"Violent Femmes 3" certainly
won't be quite as popular as. their
eponymous album, but that's probably not too important to them; this
I remember way back in 1983 •album sounds more like their second
when the first Violent Femmes album album, ''Hallowed Ground", than
came out. My friends thought I was "Violent Femmes." As usual, the
weird when I played it for them. After album is dominated by acoustic guiabout a year they had forgotten my tars, the acoustic bass, and Mark
'weirdness'and not only accepted the Delorenzo's drums and assorted perFemmes as good, but played that first cussion. The songwriting is pretty
album incessantly, especially when nifty, highlighted by the fun songs
they had gotten a little beer in their "Dating Days", "Lies", and "Fat"
stomaches.
. (with lyrics like " . . . I hope you get
fat, I hope you.get real fat, 'cause if
By the time of my freshman year you get real fat you just might want
here everybody knew the Femmes, or me back.") There are also the pseudbso it seemed. Every weekend at least
one party could be heard blasting ; re)igious,soj)gs like "Nothnig Worth
"Blister in the Sun" to the ecstatic Living For , World we re" Living
In", and "See My Ships", and the
cheers of the rowdy guests.
The Femmes second album, a Violent Femmes trademark psycollection of mostly religious songs, chotic-Freudian love songs like
went unnoticed by the majority, even "Mother of a Girl", "Nightmares",
though it showcased some' fine song- and "Fool in the Full Moon."
As a whole the album isn't bad:
writing. Their last album, "The Blind
Leading the Naked", was fairly popu- it's much better than 99.9% of the
lar, and even garnered some support drivel currently being hawked on Top
on mainstreamalbum-oriented radio. 40 radio, so it niay prove the test of
Now, after a two and a half year time. If you're a big fan of their first
hiatus, the Femmes have released their . album you might enjoy this one (alfourth album, entitled (in the true though it's certainly not a party alnon-conformist tradition) "Violent bum),"and if you're a big fan of the
Femmes 3." Does this mean they Femmes second album you'll probahave disowned one of their earlier, bly enjoy this one even more (alalbums, or does it stand for the num- though it's not quite so country and
ber of members in the band? Either western as "Hallowed Ground.").
way, it's great to have them back, Request it on your favorite radio staeven if Gordon Gano's nerdy voice is tion, maybe you'll like it. It's worth
more annoying than any of the Beastie the temporary embarrassment of your
friends calling you "weird."
Boys' ever so popular whines.
-By Chris LichatzArts Staff Writer

The Bill Lowe-Andy Jaffe Repertory Big Band brought the excitement of New Orleans blues to the Austin Arts
Center last Saturday night.

Jazz Comes to Trinity
two vocalists, Semenya McCord a*nd '
-By Dave LoewKitty Kathryn, who sang on several
numbers. Ms. Kathryn brought a
Arts Staff Writer
great, soulful voice to the. song But
The Bill Lowe-Andy Jaffe Rep-; r' BemitifiiL This tune made me feel
ertory Big Band blew into town Sat- like I should be in a small New Orurday night and played a very hap- leans cafe slowly sipping a cold beef
pening gig at the Austin Arts Center. as Ipassed another lonely night away.
1 could not understand, however, the These two ladies also did some really
paucity of Trinity students in the fun "EliaFitzgerald-breaks-fine crysaudience. Come on, guys. If/ de- tal" scat singing for the band's enlayed my .Saturday night imbibing for core. . - • • ; . • " . •
2 hours to hear some great jazz, you
•., The best-received selection of
could have, too.
the night was .Blue Whale Blues, an;
'.
: This seventeen-member band original by Bill Lowe himself. Mr.
had a lot of things going for it. They •Lowe played a wacked-out tuba solo
had a,woman drummer who, along at.thfi start of this number that turned
with the bass player^ kept afuiiky, into a very tasty blues jam. Blues
chugging 3/4 time goingon the Latin- also featured an improvised tenor sax
flavored tune Barbara, The end of solo arid a trombone, solo that blew
thissongfeatured a spicy, well-played the audience away. The best part of
trumpet solo that was loud and im- this piece, though, was piano, inan
pressive.
;:
Tom McCIung's playing that got the
This band had a great saxophone crowd clapping along- to the song.
player, Keith Fidmont,, who dressed These guys "really made it talk on this
: as well as he,played. f»Jot enough 'o's ^ . . n u m b e r . v •.;•• ,.•. .. • • / • . ;••••'-••:• • ••:,.. -.
m cool to describe this cat, In the first r : The Lowe-Jaffe; band played
song of theiriight, Will You Still Be inspired, big-sound jazz Saturday ;
Mine, Mr, Fidmont played a sweet night and made some people appreci, solo oil the alto sax that got a big hand ate that kind of music a lot more,
from the small audience. -:
Cmce again, the Austin Arts Center
,
The Lowe-Jaffe band-featured was home to. a great show.

""HI

Student Employees
desperately needed for library work,
especially morning hours.
Please apply to Mrs. Alice Angelo at
the Circulation Desk.

WANTED:
Two College Students looking
to rent one-bedroom
apartment
from May-August.
Call 623-8544.
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Sports
Intramural Athlete of the Week Swimmin' Chicks
This Week's Shombi
Sharp Intramural Athlete
of the Week is Todd
Coopee
of
North
BrooMield, Mass. The 5'
10", 150 1b. Junior
s h o o t i n g - g u a r d of
Lorenzo's Llamas, had a
career day in last week's
game between the
Llamas and the Marathon
Men. Todd's six points
and two offensive
rebounds led the Llamas
to their first victory of the
season. Plus, he's the only
intramural athlete we
had a picture of. Because :
he plays in Hartford,
Todd has not yet received
.the national attention that
he deserves-.
For his efforts Todd
has been -awarded a
membership in the
Columbia Record and
Tape Club, courtesy of
the Tripod. Congratulations Todd!

lose to Brandeis
-By Jeanne SandersSpom Stuff Writer
Trinity's varsity women's swim
team suffered a disappointing loss
last Saturday to a strong Brandeis
team. The powerhouse team of Nicole Curinga '92, Ann Reutter '92,
Karen Leonard '91 and Amy Wilson
'91 continued to dominate the 200
medley relay, taking it with a time of
2:07.17, a phenomenal 27 seconds
faster than Brandeis' , best effort.
ReuUev also swam the 200
Breaststroke, finishing a. close second with a time of 2:54.27.- Sue
Stunner'90 finished 2nd in both the
200 freestyle (posting a time of
2:14.72) and in the 200 IM, with a
time of 2:31.89. Justine Divett '89
swam both the 1000 Freestyle and the
500 Freestyle, finishing in second and
third place respectively. Vivian
Wilson'89 also swam the lOOOFreestyJe, taking third place.
Other Trinity swimmers to rack
up points included Becky Brainard
'89 (who took third in the 50 Frees-

tyle in 27.65), Leonard, with a time of
1:00.32 in the 100 Freestyle, and Blair
Rossheim '91 in the 200 Butterfly.
Bringing down her time by 6 seconds
over a previous meet, Kim Lester '92
came in second place in the 200 Backstroke with a time of 2:36.02, closely
followed by Curinga who took third.
The chicks also won the 200 Freestyle relay with Brainard, Amy Wilson,
Curinga and Leonard finishing in just
1:50.86. II iciaStlverman'92,Cainmy
Johnstone '92. Mo Zampar.o '91 and
Pam Barry *91 rounded out Trinity's
effort by taking second place in the
relay.
Indiving.AmyPaulsen "89took
first place in both the required and
optional dives with scores of 144.05
and 190.0 respectively. Jen Ducar
'89 also dove well for the Bants, finishing third for the day in the required
dives.
Although the toss to Brandeis
was disappointing for the Chicks, the
ream is continuing to get stronger.
With no meets during the week, the
Chicks faced Fairfield on Saturday
and will travel to Worcester, MA this

Hu tn ick Hired to - Trinity Equestrian Receives
Coach Men's Tennis Top Honors In First
Intercollegiate Show Of Year
of #88, and played at Wimbledon,
Hartford, Ct.~ Lawrence (Larry) and the U.S. and Australian Open as Hutnick'has been hired as head coach "well as many other .world-class
of the Trinity men's tennis team. A events. ,
1954 graduate of Trinity, he earned'
His. own tennis accomplishhis Masters Dearee from the Univer- ments include high rankings in many
sity of Hartford in 1956. While at divisions, including #1 in 55-andTrinity. Hutnick majored in mathe- oversingles and 50-and-over doubles
matics, and also found time to letter.in in Connecticut. He has played intervarsity football, basketball and base- nationally against the Canadian Naball. He played professional baseball tional team, winning three out of
in the Philadelphia Phillies organiza- four matches against the #1 Canation in 1950, and has served as assis- dian doubles team. He continues to
tant basketball and head eolf coach at play in New England sectional tourWerhersfield High School. He re- naments, as well, as some Florida
tired from the town of Wethersfield, events. where he had .served as a guidance
Hutnick has met with the team,
couselor for grades. 7-12 in 19.86. . and is excited about the upcoming
His numerous tennis accom- • season. "I was able to share in the
plishments include coaching his enthusiasm of the group," said Hutdaughter, Felicia, "into a world-class nick,."and we're looking forward to
player. She achieved a world ranking the challenge of the coming season

•Andrea KrauseSpccial to the Tripod
The, Trinity Equestrian Team
recently hosted its first Intercollegiate horse show at the Ethel Walker
School inSimsbury, CT. The show
saw the attendance of over 150 riders
from throughout the CT-MA-R! area.
Trinity received the top honors of the
day by being designated "High Point
College", (the college receiving the
greatest number of high-placing rides
amongst designated riders from the
team.) Also, a Trinity rider, Jeff
Nowak '92, was named "High Point

Rider, the rider with the greatest
number of high-placing rides. In this
case, Nowak received two first-place
finishes.
Trinity hosted eleven college
teams for a day of equestrian.competition on the flat and over fences.
Through the efforts of the entire team
and the Ethel Walker School Riding
Dept., the show was a wonderful
success and the colleges in attendance all complimented Trinity on a
job well done. The team thanks all of
the parents who lent their support to
this undertaking, as well as to the
sponsors.
The day's events saw keen
competition between Trinity and the

University of Connecticut since both
schools are to close contention for
top regional honors. In fact, the title
of High Point College was fought for
until the very last rides and the Reserve High Point College and Rider
were the team from UCONN and an
individual UCONN rider. Alt of the
colleges in attendance, however, put
in good rides and there was keen, but
friendly, competition for all. '
. Trinity Equestrian will continue
to compete this semester at UCONN,
Connecticut College and Yale University. Hopefully, several members
'will also be attending Regional and
National Championships later in the
semester.

Cave Quiz!
What is Ickey Woods' real first name?
The winner of each week's Cave Quiz will recieve one
Give Cheeseburger, one small order oi' French Fries,,
ami one medium Soft Drink, FREE OF CHARGE, from
the Cave.
All entries must be delivered lo Box 1310 before
5:00pm Friday. Please include your name, box number,
and your telephone number vvilh your entry. One entry
per participant.
In the case of more than one correct answer, one winner
will be drawn from all correct entries.
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The Tripod did not receive any correct answers to last
week's Cave Quiz question: "Who is the only man to be
inducted into botli the baseball and football Hall of
fame?"
The answer is Cal Hubbuvd. Cal was inducted into the
Baseball Hall of Fame for his meritorious service as 'an
umpire. He was also inducted into the Football Hall of
Fame in 1963.
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Sports
From the Cheap Seats
by Eric Hammerstrom
It finally snowed... Just in time to keep me from going-crazy. If there
is one thing that I cannot stand jt'.s rain in February.
Sixty-seven degrees. That's not bad weather, for May. But it was
February 1st. Enough is enough.
Until Sunday, the only snow in Hartford wasn't the kind that falls from
the ground. But now that there is legal snow around, there are people
complaining about it.
You peoplejustdon't know how toenjoy winter. Neither did the people
who built Trinity.
There's nowhere to ice-fish on campus,
Sure, the campus used to be downtown, not too far from the Connecticut River. But when they moved the place up here on the hill, they forgot
to give us a body of water.
.
That means that in the winter, we don't get to ice-fish. That mean's that
in the summer, we don't have ducks. Without water, all we get are pigeons.
At least we're on a hill, but sledding is no consolation for the lack of icefishing. Where is the prolonged drama, the battle of man against the
elements...
Silly me. Here I was complaining that we don't have an ice rink, when
we don't even have a pond! Where are my priorities?.
If there was a fairly large frozen pond on campus, the school might not
have to fork over all the dough for an ice rink. I realize that the Trinity
community is tightening its belt a bit Aftei all, tuition only went up about
eleven percent last year. Maybe a pond would be more <uti active to Ti unty 's
biamtrust.
Trinity's swimming program has been wanting a bigger place to swtm
for years, now. Heck, we'll kill two birds with one stone and get a few fish
as a bonus. Of course, we. practically do have a pond on top of the soccer
fields every spring. It probably wouldn't cost too much to make it a fullfledged lake. We could name it Lake Inferior.
From what I heai, this place gets pretty sticky on hot summer days A
nice cool pond to jump into could come in very handy. We could name the
place Trinity Beach. It would be great for local businesses. There would be
Campus Pizza and Pool Supplies. Rite-Aid would sell lots of suntan lotion.
Think of all of the new on-campus jobs it would create. Lifeguarding would
be one of the tougher ones,
TheTripod Sports section is proud to announce it is beginning to cover
Intramural athletics at Trinity. With the help of Shombi Sharp we are.
compiling records and standings for each Intramural league. It's difficult to
track everybody down to get results for each game, so help us out by posting
youT scores at Ferris, Athletrc Center, on the same list that they've always
been recorded on
Trinity alumnus Barry Leghorn was on hand to see Jon Moorhouse
break the thousand point barrier last Saturday. Leghorn '61 also logged over
1000 points for the Bants in his college days.
Remember.. No Heckling From the Cheap Scats.

Indoor Track Meets Coast
Guard, Springfield, Wesleyan
Trinity, outlasted many opponents by
running very tactical races in both the
lOOOnfand the 3000m to take a third .
in each. ,The 1600m relay team had a
This past week was a busy one bit of a scare when one of the team
for the men and women's track teams members encountered traction probas they continued their drive for per- lems with the track surface. Howsonal bests and team success. The ever, he was able to overcome them
action commenced this week once and fly through his leg and hand off to
ugairi at (where else'?) Coast G uard as Isaac who finished the job assuring a
the Trin runners finished their quad- third place performance for the relay.
ruple indoor, meet series at Roland The other members of the relay. BarField House.. The meet, held last rett, Doug Wetherill "92, and Pat
Tuesday .•pitted the men'steam against Bayliss "92 also ran well for the
Coast Guard, Springfield, and Bantams.
Wesleyan. This time, the Bants had a
Rounding out the scoring on the
full complement of runners on hand. day were the efforts of strongmen
A fine beginning was turned in J.B.Weils '91 and Chuck Gill '91.
courtesy of Rod Moore '89 who Wells heaved the shot to a third place
spanned 20' 2:5" in the long jump to finish and Gill, competing in his first
grab second place. Aaron Sobel '90 collegiate track meet, reached the
followed with a fifth-place' leap of 19' finals, earning sixth place.
7.5". Moore's indoor-trainingisstartThe peak of the indoor season is
mg to pay otr as his jump distances probably the Connecticut State Inare on the increase. He also found door Championship, held at Yale
success on the track where he c locked University's spectacular facility. The
a 6.98 in the 35 meter dash to lock up Coxe Cage, built in 1928," is a Tartan
a fifth place finish.
surface 200m track with the world's
In the longer sprints, there were first Action infield. With this in mind,
a number ofgood efforts turned in by the trend is for Trinity runners to have
a veteran and two newcomers to New someol then bestpeifoimantesheic
England collegiate track and field. Trinity track fans will remember that
The veteran. Bant quarter-mile spe- this is where alumnus Craig Gemmell
cialist Scott Isaac '89, ran his first "88 set his first 1500m record just last
400m race of the season and turned in ye.ii
a time of 51.74 to take third. The
Despite the general trend of
current NESCAC 400m champion excellent results at Yale, there was
will be a pleasure to watch as the one unfortunate outcome on this Satseason progiesses and his times de- urday. Co-captain Isaac was disqualicrease. His fine effort was comple- fied from what would have been a
mented by the performances of the fourth place finish in the state in the
two newcomers, Campbel 1 Barrett' 92 400m for stepping out of his lane too
and Rhoades Alderson '92. Barrett eaily. In indoor track, a 400ITUS run .
demonstrated his excellent potential in two laps, because of the smaller
by burning through the 500m in size of the tracks. This requires a rule
1:13.82 for third place, and Alderson which says that all 400m runners must
showed the rockets he has by taking remain in their lane for one lap before
sixth in the 200m with a timing of they can merge to the inner lane. The
24.21
reason for this rule is to allow the
The longer races also had their runners time to space themselves
share of excitement as Chris Dicker- before they merge in ordei to prevent
son '89, running unaffiliated with a collision Isaac simply meiged in to
-By Aaron SobelSparts Stuff Writer

the inner lane before the first lap was
complete. However, in the opinion of
this writer, and in defense of Isaac, he
may-have been forced in to the inner
lane by the other runners who were all
leaning'heavily towards that lane as
they went in to the curved part of the
track.
Nevertheless, there was some
good news on the day. Starting with
the middle distances, freshman Doug
Wetherill '92 turned in aquick2:02.17
inthe half-mile to officially begin his
collegiate 800m career. Also, veteran trackwoman Gail Wehrli '89
clocked a 10:23.63 in the 3(jb()m to
take third, as well us gain a berth in the
Division 3 New England Championships. Finally, the P600m relay of
Russ' Alderson '89, Rhoades Aiderson '92, Wetherill, and Isaac ran to a
fifth-place timing of 3:31.03.
Turning to the field, the long
jump duo of Moore and Sobel had a
fine day as Moore popped a 20'11"
for seventh place and Sobel leaped to
an eighth place personal best of 20'
1.25". Moore'sjumpqualified him to
the Division3 New England Championships to be held at a new and different place, Coast Guard. However,
Moore wasfi'tfinished there. He also
reached the state 55m semi-final with
a time of 6.91. All in all, not a bad day
for the men and women tracksters.
Next week, the track action heads
north to the Williams Invitational
where several men and women team
members will be looking to qualify to
the Division 3 New England Championships, and who knows...maybe
beyond to the Division* 3 National
Championships to be held at Bowdoin in March. Whatever happens,
the results are sure to be exciting as
this will be the mostcompetitive meet
facing the Bantams during the indoor
season. It is a meet for which the
seeds of the NESCAC outdoor championship challenge will be planted,
seeds that Trinity will stand ready to
haivest

Hockey Cruises for Two More
Victories, Record Now 11-4

Trinity Students cool off in proposed Lake Inferior

Women's Hoop Back on Track
With Win Over Conn. College
Continued From Page 20
nte Murphy, a starting forwaid for
Amheist, who lost to Connecticut
College (Trin hosts Amherst on Febmary 21), was in attendance, and was
very impressed with the Lady Bants'
performance "They handled Merk
and Mitchell very well, Conn, is a
very strong inside team, It was an
excellent win We aie going to have
a battle down here against Trin "
Steffi' s sister of course, is Lady Bant
Paula Murphy. This should be quite
an affair. Be fore the game Trin looked
more likea platoon coming back from

a battle Standing side by side weie
Laura Petrovic (tractuied elbow),
Mary'anne O'Donnell (bruised cheek
and eye socket), Kathy Ennis (confusion on the knee), Karyn Farquhai
(elbow), and LeanneLeBiun (3 stitch
cut near the nght eye picked up by a
stray elbow in the Western game).
Tonight, Trinity travels to Middleto wn to face the m uch improved Lady
Caidinals of Wesleyan On Friday,
the Lady Bants embark on their semiannual Maine trip They will face
Bowdoin on Friday, and oppose Bates
on Saturday. The next home game

Continued From Page 20
penalty tor hi.s assault on Gorman
Instead, both teams had two men in
the box foi two minutes
While
skating three-on-three, Holy Cross
scoi edwhen Rob McCool, ovei skated
a Gorman rebound, and Verrier fired
the puck past Goiman's glove hand
shoulder, tying the scoie at 3-3
Bantam's netmindei Steve Goiman
finished with 33 .saves
Little did I know whin Todd
DuBeol" passed by me on the bus
weaimg one of the most hideous ties
I have ever seen, that Tiinity's game
versus Fan field would be the Todd
DuBeotShow. Goals haven't been
easy to come by for this gi inding forward th is season, but against the Stags
of Fairfield, he scored three times and
assisted on another goal
The Bantams started slowly despite the unique tactics or Coach
Dunham Dunham made his players
get off the bus and walk the last seventy-tive yards to the rink in an effort
to wake them up DuBeof staited the
scoring foi Trinity when he Mapped
home a pass from linemate Jay Williamson The play was started by defenseman Mike Miele, who was on
his knees. Miele swept the puck away
from a Fairtield player and shot it
back into the offensive/one Murphy
picked up the loose puck and gave it
quickly to Williamson, who passed
the puck to DuBeof
DuBeof put the Bantams up 2-0
when he put in a rebound ftom aTom
Scull wrist shot The Bantams went
up 3-0 when defenseman John Giegoiy fed Manley with a smart pass

horn his left point position "and
Manley hied a snap shot between the
legs ol Fan held goaltendei, John
McDevitt.
Trinity pushed their lead to 4-0
as DuBeof iecorded a hat-tuck
Muiphy, who finished with a goal
and thiee assists, set up the play by
bringing the puck into the /one and
dumped the puck olf to Williamson
Williamson, who had a goal and two
assists, found DuBeot alone in ti ont
With a four goal lead, the Bantams became goafhungry and forgot
about then back-checking duties
Fairtield exposed this c .relessness
Eight minutes into the second pei Kid,
the Stags got on the board when center Paul MacDonald split the defense
and went in alone on Goi man to score
With this goal, Fairfield gained some
confidence. At the 11.55 mark, the
Stags closed the score to 4-2 when a
Fairtield toiward bioke in one-onone, but it turned into a two-on-one
when no Trinity defender picked up
the Fairfield ti ailer on the play Mike
Forrest one tuned the centering pass
into a virtually open net 1.04 later,
Fairtield scored again on a similar
situation with Depodes-ta beating
Gorman on a quick shot to the uppei
left hand corner
The scoie stood at 4-3 With
four minutes remaining, Goiman
made an outstanding save which
Changed the complexion of the game
Stag forward Mike Foi lest picked up
a loose puck after a face-off fi om the
left side, and moved acioss the front
of the net, deked Gorman to the ice,
and flipped the puck-into the open
corner, but somehow. Gorman gloved

the puck II the Stags had scoied,
momentum would have been on their
side
With 21 seconds remaining in
the second period. DuBeof returned a
favoi to Muiphy, when he found
Muiphy alone in the slot Murphy
beat the goalie to his nght side. The
Bantams headed into the locker room
with a 5-3 advantage
The Bantams set the tone for the
last pel lod with a goal 52 seconds into
the final stan/a Williamson skated
towards the left side of the Fan held
net and tipped home a pass horn
DuBeot The Bantams pushed the
score to 7-3 when Larry Tnnceri had
a shot blocked by a fallen Stag detender, but he captuied the tebound
and iired again The lebound came
out to Kavanagh, who was all alone
and had an empty net to shoot the
puck into Chnstmas piesents aie
haidei to open in companson to this
opportunity!
Steve Palmei joined in the scoiing when he broke in alone on the
weary McDevitt As Palmer streaked
in, his teammates took odds on his
chances Palmei deked to his backhand and lifted the puck into the top
shelf of the net With the scoie at 83, and the rout official, the Bantams
scored two more times Tom Scull
put mareboundpastafallen McDevitt
foi liis seventh goal of the season at
the 17-45 mark. Veteren Rob McCool
finished the scoung with a mere six
seconds remaining on the clock
McCool stole a clearing pass much
the same as a delensive back steps up
to steal a pass in football He bi oke in
alone, and scored on his backhand

L
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High Spirits Stats Corner
VISA

Sponsored by High Spirits Wines and Liquors

This Week in Sports

Feb. 7

Men's Basketball
at.CIark
Women's Basketball
at Wesleyan
Women's Swimming
at Clark
' Women's Squash
vs. Wesleyan
Feb. 8 Men's Squash
at Williams
Feb. 9 Women's Squash
vs: Micldlebury
Wrestling
"
at Coast Guard
Hockey
vs. Iona
Feb. 10 Men's and Women's
Basketball at Bowdoin
Women's Squash
Howe Cup at Yale
Feb. 11 Swimming (M & W)
at Conn. College
Men's and Women's
Basketball at Bates
Indoor Track
at Williams Invitational
Wrestling
vs. Wesleyan and W.P.I
Hockey '
at Assumption

Men's Basketball
Trinity 81, Conn. College 66
Trinity- Hinchey I 0 2, Perno I 2 4, Vaughn 3 2 9, Martin 0 0 0,
McCoy 0 0 0, Reilly 000, Allen 1 0 3, Kurtz 0 0 0, Schlickmann
2 2 6, Scott 1 0 2, Roca 0 1 1, Lyon 4 110, Moorhouse 10 10 30,
Stubbs7 0 14. Totals: 30 18.
Halftime: Trinity, 39-18. Three point goals: Vaughn, Allen, Lyon.
Records: Conn. College 5-8, Trinity 11-3.

8:00
7:30
7:00
7:30
4:00

W. P. I. 82, Trinity 74
Trinity- Green 2 2 6. Lyon 4 0 9, Stubbs 6 113, Vaughn 3 2 11,
Kurtz 4 6 14, Moorhouse 8 2 18, Allen 0 2 2, Perno 0 0 0, Martin
0 1 1 , Hinchey 0 0 0. Totals: 27 16.
Halftime: W. P. I., 43-40. Three point goals: Lyon, Vaughn (3).
Records: Trinity 10-3; W. P. I. 7-5.

4:30
7:00
7:30

Women's Basketball
Trinity 76, Conn. College 66
Trinity. O'Donnell 1 2 4, Murphy 1 0 2, Glew 0 0 0, Barr 0 0 0,
LeBrun83 19,Ennis204,Kolstad54 14,Chiodo5 1 ii.Farquhar
10 2 22. Totals-32 12. •
Halftime: Trinity, 41-25. Records: Conn. College 10-3, Trinity

6:00
TBA
1:00

6-4.

1:00

•

1:00

Visit Hi^Spints

1:00
7:00

Ice Hockey Statistics
Player . G A pts
Scull

7

17

24

Murphy

11

11

22

DuBeof

12

10

22

far the

Mauley
7
13 20
Trinceri 10
8 18
Goaltenders GP Mins G.A.A.

Sv%

W-L

Gorman
Tuck

.892
.901

6-1
4-3

•

7
7

435
419

3.72
3.01

^$S)

Kegs
1/2 Keg Budweiser
$40.00 tax included

1/2 Keg Busch
$33.00 tax included

rices

The Shombi Sharp Intramural Poll
N. C.A. A.
team
B-Psi
Albatross
Mass Bay Bombers
Jake's Boys
AXP
NuBoys .
AirEells
Beer Guts
Demo
Broad Street Bullies
Psi-U
Pike
N. I. T. East
Disciples of Love
Vanilla Gorillas
Bears
Funstoners
Jammers
Hype
Boulers
G&GGang
NuTeam
Justice

'
record GB
4-0
4-0
3 - 1 1
2-0
1
2-1
1.5
2-2 ' "2
1-2
2.5
1-2
2.5
1-3
3
0-2
3
. 0-3
3.5
0-4
4
.

•

N.I.T.West

record
2-0
3-1
3-1
1-0
2-1
3-2
1-1
1-2
0-4
• ' 0-4

record

St. Elmo •
•.
Hogs
Rimers
Mulvaney Mechanical
BetaB's
,
Nu Dogs
Marathon Men
Foulshots
St. Anthony's
Lorenzo's Llamas

•

,

GB
.5
.5
.5
1
1.5
3
3

GB

-4-0
2-0
1
3 - 1 1
2-1
1.5
1 - 1 2
1-2
2,5
1-2
2.5
1-3
3
0-2
3
1-4
3,5

*due tothe nature of intramural athletics* records and standings may not be completely accurate.

Kegs

[Large selection of liquor &|
wine at low prices

1/2 Keg Schaeffer.

• We service your beer systems
Discount on all imported beers

1/2 Keg Milwaukee's Best

High Spirits Wines and Liquors

We Deliver!

$28.00 tax included
$25.00 tax included

223 White St.; at the corner of Hillside

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athletes of
the Week
This week's College View Athletes of
the Week are Karen Leonard and Jeff
MacDonald. Karen, a sophomore swimmer, recorded her best time ever in the 100
freestyle (58.7 seconds), and her second
fastest time ever in her leg of the 200
medley relay. Karen has already qualified
for four events at the New England Swimming and Diving Championships. Freshman hockey player Jeff MacDonald scored
two goals in his first collegiate game to
lead Trinity to a 4-3 overtime victory over
Holy Cross. Congratulations Karen and
Jeff!

Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
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Men's Hoop
Streak ends
atW.P.1

Lady Bantams
Smoke Camels
-By Matthew G. Miller' Sports Staff'Writer
It was an up and down week for
the Trinity College Women's Basketball team, as the Lady Bants
, dropped a 16 point decision to Western Connecticut before rebounding
to a 76-66 victory over Connecticut
College.
This past Thursday, Trin travelled to Dunbury to the .scenic Western Connecticut State College campus to face the highly regarded Lady
Colonials. Western, ranked a strong
#3 in New England and having won
i 3 of their lasi 15 games, all on top of
last year's appearance in the NCAA
tournament, figured to be a tough
opponent, especially on their home
floor. And they were.
After an even initial 5:00,
Western caught fire. Angela Mele
scored 19 first half points, hitting
shots from all angles, and Jill'
Pypczynski added 10 points'on 5-6
shooting' in the first half. Trinity
fought gamely, but despite Leanne
LeBrun's 10 first half points, the
Lady Bants trailed 46-24 at the half.
At the half, Coach Maureen Pine
emphasized the fact that Trin had to
stay in the game, and keep working
hard. The talk worked as Trin came
out strong in the final 20:00, holding
the Western • starters even, and
outscoring the reserves to' cut the
Final score'to 81 -65. Led by a strong
effort on the part of Paula Murphy,
LeBrun. and Karyn Farquhar, the
Lady Bants played the second half
with a confidence that has not been in
evidence recently,

-By Mark Russell-

were forces inside, as Kolstad picked
up 14 rebounds, and Chiodo, who
showed no signs of being intimidated
by the gigantic Merk and Mitchell,
swatting awuy 3 shots.
The final score was 76-66.
LeBrun finished with 19 points, Kolstad 14-, and Chiodo 11. For Conn,
Deb Smith and DeRoo both finished
with 15 points, and Liz Lynch, who
came in averaging 20.5 ppg, finished
with a disappointing 10.
HoopTalkiTheConn. College
win was a big one, as it broke a
harrowing 4 game losing streak.
Saturday was Parent's- Day .for the
team. A reception was held for the
"Trinity Basketball Family" after the
game in Ferris, where family, team,
coaches, and friends enjoyed a great
time celebrating the victory, easily
the biggest of the year. The win was
especially sweet for Karyn Farquhar.
who was heavily recruited by the
Camels., Western ; shot 6(}c/c in the
first half in their win. Mele was.8-9
from the field in the 'first half. Stephan
Continued on Page 18

Sports- Stuff Writer

Moorhouse keeps the ball in play versus Conn. College Phoio by Clare S

Hockey Skates Past Holy Cross
In O. T., Pummels Fairfield
-By Chris BrownSporti Staff'Writer '
As the Trinity hockey squad continued its road trip, it met opposition
both on the ice and in the stands. The
team journeyed to Woreestor to take
cjn|he;CrusadersofHoly, Cross where
tftey encountered-a fired up hockey
team and crowd. The zamboni driver,
who had a likeness to Axel Rose,
played "Paradise City" by Guns &
Roses in an attempt to pump up the
home squad. It may have helped the
Crusaders, but it definitely energized
the Bantams' rietminder, Steve Gorman. Behind Gorman's outstanding
performance, the Bantams prevailed
in overtime, 4-3 to record their fourth
straight overtime win: At Fairfield,
the crowd threw a small rodent on the
ice to the left of goalfender Gorman.
The mouse had no effects on the
Bantams though, as they shook off
some sluggishness to record a 10-3
victory.
•

that while the freshman had scored,
the goals, it was the veterans' tpughness-that set the rookies up; No better
example of Coach Dunham's statement can be drawn than the Steve
Gorman '90'to Jeff MacDonald '92
connection. With the scored tied at
3-3 in the final seconds of the game,
Paul Pearl, the Crusaders burly defenseman, blasted a shot from the
rig^ht point. Gorman made the stop in
spite of .being,,screened, and then
denied a Holy Cross forward as he .
tried to stuff it by Gorman, Gorman's
'spectacular save put the game into
overtime.
Enter freshman Jeff MacDonald.
Jeff MacDonald. in his first varsity
game, took a nice pass off the boards
from Jay Williamson and broke down
the right wing. With a Holy Cross
defender forcing MacDonald wide,
the speedy frosh unleashed a drive
that beat the Crusader goalie over his
glove hand 1:33 into the overtime
period,.
The Ba'.htams'jumped out. in front
of Holy Cross at the 2:02 mark of the
first period when Scott Leddy drove

Mele finished with 23 points'
for Western, while Farquhar had 14
and LeBmn 20 for Trinity.
Trinity hoped to build ori that
2nd half performance on Saturday as
they took on the (10- i) #4 ranked
Connecticut College Camels. And
build they did. The Lady Bants
jumped to a 7-0 lead and never looked
back. Conn, was unable to exploit
there size advantage up front, as Pam
Mitchell and Wendy Merk, the Cam" els' formidable frontline players,
combined for.a mere 1 i points and
13 rebounds. Merk came in averaging 13.1 rebounds per game herself.
Leanne LeBrun, Kirsten Kolstad, and
6' Portland, Maine native Amy
Chiodo all hit double figures in reAfter the Bantams win against
bounds, and even point guard MaryHoly Cross, Coach Dunham remarked
anne O'Donnell chipped in with a
season high 5. The final rebound
tally was an amazing 56 for Trin to
42 for the Camels,
But'the real story of the first half
was Karyn Farquhar. The junior
from Gales Ferry, Ct. hit 8 out of 10
shots from the field and scored 18
points in the first half alone. She
finished with 22points,butthedouble
coverage she was afforded in the
second half opened up the middle for
Trin to exploit, and with Maryan'ne
O'Donnell playing a great game at
point, the Lady Bant frontline went
crazy. The score at the half was 41 25.
The Camels came out firing in
the second, and behind the fine play
ofxhootingguardA.J.DeRoo.closed
the margin to five with 8:30 to play.
But a 6-0 run put the game out of
reach and the Lady Bants cruised the
rest of the way, led by Leanne LeBrun who looked like the LeBrun of
old.flashingquicklyinandoutofthe
paint, and. rebounding with great intensity.
This was by far the bestgame of
the year for Trinity. Everyone gave
a solid performance, from Kathy Ennis, who brpke continual full-court
pressure from Connecticut College
with ease, to Paula Murphy who hit a
gorgeous double-pump layup during
Trinity's Kathy Ennis brings the ball downcourt agains Conn.
that 6-Q stretch. Chiodo and Kolstad
Photo by Tim Frumkes

home a power play goal from lii.s left
point position. Leddy's shot beat the
Holy Cross goalie to'his left skate
side as the puck bounced off the post
and into the net. But for the rest of the
period Steve Gorman had to dig in
against a fourteen shot barrage."
Gorman's play kept the Bantams in
the lead, and the hostile crowd quiet..
The Bantams clung to their one
goal lead in the second period with
scrappy play from the entire team.
Due to the injury bug. Trinity was
without the services of Mauley.
Macartney , Mooney , Burgess and
Gregory against the Crusaders. To
complicate things for Coach Dunham, Jay "the Hammer" Williamson
. was unable to play in the second period because of a pinched nerve in his
back.
.
The. Bantams were starting to
take control of the game, when disaster-struck'. With 5:41 remaining in
the second period, rookie Bill Grube
received a five minute major penalty
and a game misconduct for butt-ending a Holy Cross defehseman.
• Grube's penalty was unnecessary,
stupid and costly to the Bantams.
Holy Cross pumped in a power play
goal 1:22 later when Sean Keegan
centering pass was deflected into the
net off of Gorman's stick. Keegan's
goal was the result of Trinity being
caught in a line change, so they only
had three men in the defensive zone.
Thirty-one seconds later, the Crusaders struck again. Holy Cross forward
Paul Verreir fliped a rebound over
the outstretched Gorman to give Holy
Cross *a 2-1 advantage.
Jay Williamson, the rugged tricaptain, returned to the ice in the
third period and helped alleviate the
Bantams manpower shortage. At the
9:22 mark, Jeff MacDonald scored
the first of his two goals in the game
to bring Trinity even at 2-2.
MacDonald swept in the rebound of a
Steve Palmer wrist shot. It took the
Bantams just fifty-two seconds to
break the deadlock as Kevin Kavanagh flipped a lose puck up and over
the scrambling Holy Cross goalie.
* With 5:39 remaining in the
game. Holy Cross forward, Sean
Keegan, slammed into Gorman in an
attempt to free up a rebound that
Gorman had covered with his glove.
A melee insued. Of course, as in the
NHL, Keegan was not given an extra
Continued on Page 18

Trinity's Varsity Basketball
team (11 -3) split a pair of games this
week, losing a sloppy game to Worcester Polytechnic Institute 82-74,
before coming back to soundly defeat
Connecticut College .by a score of 81 66. The two games tested the Bantams' limits, as they suffered the loss
of a few key players in each game.
Things did not appear bright for
the Bantams last Wednesday in
Worcester against the Engineers of
W. P. I. The game was marked by
over fifty fouls and was termed "a
pooi' game overall," by coach Stan
Ogrodnik. The coach explained that,
"when the referees call that many
fouls, it takes over the game. It was a
poorly officiated game, but it was
also a poorly played game on our
part."
The team missed the services of
sophomore point guard Joe Reilly,
who suffered from the flu. The" game
was closely contested throuahout the
first half, with W. P. I. leading 43-40
at the break. Senior center Jon Moorhouse said. "'It was a tight game the
whole way- until the end. when they
started making all their-free throws."
Moorhouse tossed in 18 points, with
junior Michael Stiibbs adding 13
points and freshman Matt Vaughn
adding 11. Three Engineers scored in
double'figures to lead W. P. I.
Coach Ogrodnik's comments
about the game were understandably
terse, summing up the effort by say- .
ing, "there were no excuses. We just
didn't play very well."
Trinity's 81-66 victory over
Connecticut College proved to be a
different story. The Bantams appeared.
to be in command the whole game, as
they led 39-18 at half time and went
on to build a 15 point lead in the
second half.
The Bantam bench
played a key role in the game, making
up for the absence of Don Greene.
Moorhouse commented that "it was a
real tribute to the bench to play so
well with all the other players out.
Moorhouse became only the
third Trinity player to ever score over
1000 points and pull down 500 re, bounds, asJie scored 30 points and
pulled in 10 rebounds. He passed.the
milestone in the second half as the
Bantams were easily handling the
Camels.
Senior Ted Lyon. scored H)
points, and Stubbs continued to play
solidly, scoring 14 points.
The Bantams begi na three game
road trip with games Tuesday against
Clark University in Worcester and
Friday at Bowdoin., W. P. I. interrupted the Bantams' five game winning streak, but the team is looking to
beam another this week.
CaptainGlenn Kurt/commented
that all of the team's remaininggames
are critical. "We're on top in New
Enaland along with Williams,
Amherst, and Colby (each team has
three losses), so it'we lose we'll tall
behind them."
Kurt/ explained, "We play Williams and Amherst over Open Period.
Those are big games, and they're both
at home." As far as home attendance
is concerned. Kurtz was pleased with
recent turnouts. "The crowds have
been pretty good. They were really
good for the Liberty Bank Tournament, and they've been good for the
last few games."
Las! week saw the Bantams play
at two different levels, losing one and
winning one in the process. The team
has been experiencing fatigue and
illness, and the mid-season blues
struck Trinity against W. P. I. But
nothing clears the blues better than a
big win.

